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ABSTRACT
COST ESTIMATES AND FUNDING SCHEDULES ARE PRESENTED FOR THE EARTH
ORBITAL MODULAR SPACE STATION PROGRAM, FOR A GIVEN CONFIGURATION
AND COSTING GROUND RULES. COST METHODOLOGY IS DESCRIBED AND THE
COST EVOLUTION FROM A BASELINE CONFIGURATION TO A SELECTED
CONFIGURATION IS PRESENTED, EMPHASIZING CASES IN WHICH COST WAS
A DESIGN DRIVER. PROGRAMMATIC COST AVOIDANCE TECHNIQUES ARE
DISCUSSED. A WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE AND DICTIONARY, ESTIMATED
SUBCONTRACTOR COSTS, AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA ARE
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This document consists of two volumes: Volume I - Cost Estimating
Process and Cost, Schedule and Funding Summaries, presents cost methodol-
ogy and describes the evolution of cost beginning with a reference configu-





costs avoidance techniques are discussed. Costs, schedules, and summaries
of funding are given. Volume II - Appendices presents the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) and dictionary, subcontractor and prime contractor costs
for WBS items, technical characteristics data, and program funding for the
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1. 1 INTRODUCTION
This report presents cost estimates and schedules for the Space
Station Earth Orbital Program which are the outcome of a Phase В study
of the modular space station (MSS) sponsored by the Manned Spacecraft
Center (MSC) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and performed by the Space Division of North American Rockwell under
Contract NAS9-9953.
This section briefly describes the modular space station and how it is
used, and summarizes the costs and funding requirements of the Space
Station Earth Orbital Program. A general description of the station,
including weights 'for both the initial operational version and the growth
version, is presented. Each system is briefly described; mission flight
orbit, assembly and buildup approach, initial station buildup sequence,
typical delivery operations sequence, flight mode, and growth station
buildup. This description is followed by a summary of the mission
sequence plan which emphasizes the scheduling of experiments; crew
requirements, logistics requirements, and shuttle support operational
requirements which impacts the mission sequence plan are also discussed.
Mission support operations and final disposition of the modular space station
are briefly described. A cost and funding summary for the various projects
of the program is presented, by procurement phases, at the end of
Section 1.
Section 2 presents the costing ground rules that explain the dollar
indices used, the degree of contractor commitment, the data bases for the
estimates, the schedules for go-ahead, IOC, other milestones, and the
duration of the program. It also defines the depth to which costs are included
in the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), notes production sequence, weights,
cost avoidance, and specific inclusions and exclusions. The program master
schedule in Section 2 defines key milestones plus schedule ground rules that
affect sequence, start dates, and time duration of the various WBS items.
The overall cost methodology used in this report is presented in
Section 3. The sequence of cost buildup is emphasized, as is the relation-
ship among design parameters and data which are comparable to the items
being costed. Note is taken of the various comparative base data that are





The factors for nonflight hardware and programmatic support, the use of
computer models in trade studies, and the uniqueness of some of the NASA-
furnished costs for experiment projects, are also outlined.
The process of injecting cost into the design process is initiated by
the costing of a reference MSS configuration. Section 4 presents the rationale
behind the subsystems costs derived for the reference barbell configuration.
The reference MSS costs were approved at Engineering Review Board (ERB)
Meeting 20 and served as a point of departure for all subsequent cost
exercises.
Design evolution resulted in changes from the reference MSS barbell
configuration to the cruciform selected MSS configuration. This selected
configuration is described in the first part of Section 5. The evolution of
costs which are applicable to this configuration are then developed in the
actual sequence in which they occurred. First, trade studies were conducted
that resulted in the integration of the environmental control life support
system (ECLSS), electrical power system (EPS), reaction control system,
(RCS). Following that integration, weight changes, subassembly reallocation,
and other changes, including update of the comparative cost data, occurred;
and finally cost allocation by module was determined. The rationale and
effects of all these changes are presented in Section 5. Also, the nonflight
hardware and programmatic factors not required for purposes of defining
costs at the time of ERB 20 were then defined as described in Section 5.
Cargo modules and growth modules were also costed, although not defined
to the same depth in the WBS as the initial space station modules by virtue
of contractual agreements. Section 5 concludes with a cost summary of the
MSS project, and a summary of cost avoidance resulting from trade studies,
elimination of redundant equipment, and advances in program management.
Section 6 deals with costs of the Experiment and Experiment Definition
Projects and Research and Application Module (RAM) Porjects. The experi-
ment capability levels by host spacecraft are defined and the manpower and
other constraints are noted in developing an experiment and duration (mission)
sequence plan. The impact of this plan on experiment and RAM requirements
is noted and the manner in which costs are developed is described.
Finally, in Section 7 the costs of the Space Station Earth Orbital
Program are summarized and presented in the Cost Estimate Data Form A.
These are at WBS Level 5 on the MSS and at WBS Level 4 for all other
projects, of all three procurements phases. Significant cost breakdowns





The appendices, which appear in a separate volume, present the
detailed work breakdown structure (WBS) and the applicable dictionary, sub-
contractor and prime contractor cost breakdowns (Cost Estimate Data
Form B), technical characteristics data, (Form C) and program funding
(Cost Estimate Data Form D). Supporting cost data for the reference MSS
and selected MSS are also included.
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1. 2 SPACE STATION CONCEPT AND CONFIGURATION
1. 2. 1 INITIAL STATION
The MSS system consists of a cluster of four station modules (SM-1
through SM-4), two special modules (core and power), and a cargo module
arranged in a cruciform configuration as shown in Figure 1-1. Each module
of the system is capable of being transported to and from orbit internal to
the space shuttle for on-orbit assembly.
The initial station system has the capability to support at least six
crewmen, has a general purpose laboratory (GPL) capability, and has the
ability to accommodate two attached or detached research and application
modules (RAM's) . The GPL capability includes two airlocks, one earth
(NADIR) oriented, and the other zenith oriented.
*PART OF SHUTTLE






The growth station system has the capability to support 12 men and has
as its goal, has the objective of low development costs (Figure 1-2). The
two additional station modules utilized for growth have taken maximum
advantage of accommodation features developed for the initial station.
ECLSS water management and air revitalization accommodation features
from Modules 2 and 3 of the initial station have been integrated into Modules 5
and 6, as have the split-level accommodation features from Modules 3 and 4.
AH other assemblies are similar to initial station assemblies. Also, a
short core module is included to provide additional berthing ports required
to support RAM's, since the two additional station modules occupy the initial
station ports. A 10, 000-square-foot solar array package is included to
satisfy growth power needs. This package replaces the 7000-square-foot
initial station solar array assembly and retains the power-module boom
structure.
The weight breakdowns for the initial station, cargo modules, and
growth station are given in Table 1-1. The cargo modules and growth
Station modules were not studied to the same depth as the initial station
modules; that is, the cargo and growth modules and subsystems were defined
to a conceptual level only and not to the preliminary design level character-
istic of the initial station.
1. 2. 3 SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEMS
The space station system contains seven functional subsystems. Brief
functional descriptions of these subsystems are presented in the subsequent
paragraphs.
Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
The structural and mechanical subsystem provides the space station
pressure enclosure as well as the living and working quarters contained
within the structure. It provides for the mounting of associated subsystem
hardware and the general purpose laboratory provisions and provides storage
facilities. It also provides berthing ports and mechanisms for crew and
equipment transfer.
Environmental Control Life Support Subsystem
The environmental control life support subsystem (ECLSS) provides
essential atmospheric gases, temperature, pressure, and humidity control;
food storage and preparation provisions; water and waste management; and
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with a crew of six. The subsystem maintains thermal balance of the MSS as
well as emergency reactant storage for the electrical power and reaction
control subsystems. In addition, special life support capabilities are pro-
vided for emergency conditions.
Electrical Power Subsystem
The electrical power subsystem (EPS) shall store, generate, regulate,
control, and condition electrical power required by the MSS for the full
duration of the mission, including backup and emergency contingencies
(except for emergency fuel cell reactants which are stored by the ECLSS).
In addition, the electrical power subsystem shall be capable of transferring
power to docking logistics vehicles and research and applications modules
through electrical interfaces, besides power distribution and internal and
external lighting, the electrical power subsystem provides the electrical
distribution wiring of all subsystem interfaces.
Guidance and Control Subsystem
The guidance and control subsystem (G&C) determines the actual and
desired station state vector, provides stable attitude for the conduct of
experiment operations, and provides commands to the reaction control sub-
system to maneuver the station to the desired state vector.
Reaction Control Subsystem
The reaction control subsystem (RCS)(together with the torques
supplied by the control moment gyroscopes) provides the forces and moments
necessary for attitude control of the space station and those forces required
for orbit altitude maintenance.
Information Subsystem
The MSS information subsystem (ISS) provides the effective acquisition,
processing, distribution, and analysis of data. It serves mission planning
and operations scheduling, command control, checkout, monitor and alarm,
configuration control, inventory control, flight control, data management,
support between MSS subsystems, the ground network, docked vehicles
(space shuttle, RAM's, and cargo modules), integral experiments and the
crew using communications, displays and controls, data processing, soft-






The crew habitability subsystem specifies metabolic, atmospheric,
and habitability criteria, and provides food supplies, clothing and furnishings
necessary for crew comfort, well being, and survival. The subsystem
provides general equipment including tools, mobility aides, emergency or
masks, and radiation monitoring devices for the crew. In addition, equipment
is provided for crew recreation, exercise, and medical care. The subsystem
also provides pressure suits, portable life support systems, and related
equipment for EVA/IVA operations.
1. 2. 4 STATION MISSION DESCRIPTION
The MSS system is designed and sized for operation at an altitude of
240 n mi and an inclination of 55 degrees. The basic flight mode is with the
X-axis perpendicular to the orbit plane, the Z-axis along the local vertical,
and the positive Y-axis opposite to the velocity vector (X-POP, Z-LV,
Y-OVV). This mode will be flown at all times except for short periods of
inertial flight for solar/stellar viewing, and shuttle approach and berthing/
unberthing operations. The system is capable of operating at altitudes
between 240 and 270 n mi at an inclination of 55 degrees in either a local
vertical hold or inertial hold flight mode.
Assembly and Buildup Approach
All modules are launched with complete subsystems. This approach
results in a design that minimizes the impact on station activation for
normal subsystems operations.
With all subsystems installed at launch, with no internal connection
breaks and with fluid lines filled, on-orbit assembly operations are reduced
primarily to module-to-module interface connections, verification, and
checkout. Other startup operations such as subsystem filling, purging, and
recheck are eliminated.
The assembly and buildup approach is organized to allow only minimum
system activation until permanent manning occurs. Only those subsystems
required to maintain the station in a quiescent mode between launches are
activated. Some subsystems are deactivated during quiescent operations;
for example, the reaction control subsystem, most of the ECLS subsystem
(except for atmosphere and thermal control), internal lighting, etc.
A wakeup receiver provides the communications link from ground or





status, turning quiescent systems on and of f , and commanding attitude
orientation and control, etc.
Initial Station Buildup
Figure 1-3 illustrates the buildup sequence of the initial MSS. Prefer-
ably, the initial module to be delivered to orbit has a minimum amount of
scar equipment over and above that required for normal operations. Trade
studies have shown that this objective was best achieved with the initial core
module launched first, followed by the power module. These two assembled
modules are flown in a gravity gradient mode at minimum (nearly quiescent)
power between buildup launches.
A subsequent launch adds the first control/crew module (SM-1). The
solar arrays are partially deployed and operated automatically with the now-
present ISS. The configuration is now flown oriented about the principal axis
and the regenerative segments of the fuel cells are activated. In subsequent
sequence, the first laboratory/ECLSS module (SM-2), the second laboratory/
ECLSS module (SM-3), and the second control/crew module (SM-4) are added
at 30-day launch intervals.












Although Figure 1-3 indicates the numerical sequence of buildup, there
are still station module alternate sequence variations that are viable options.
An example, would be putting step (5) before step @ . This provides a more
balanced configuration, but defers the early flexport assembly between SM-1
and SM-2 shown in step @ . Seven module launches are required to reach
the initial operational capability (IOC) of the 6-man space station. Redundant
subsystems in complete general purpose laboratories are available at this
point to begin the program of experiment operations for a 6-man crew. Pro-
visions are available for the subsequent addition of two RAM's, shown in
steps ® and (2) of Figure 1-3, during the initial space station operational
period.
Typical Delivery Operations Sequence
The sequence of operations shown in Figure 1-4, is typical for the
delivery of almost any station module, but is specifically directed to the first
control/crew module since a significant amount of activation and checkout
occurs at this stage of station buildup.
As illustrated, the shuttle containing the control/crew module activates
the on-orbit core and power module cluster approximately 90 minutes prior
to berthing the core and power cluster to the shuttle crew ingress/egress
hatch. (An adapter is utilized between the core and shuttle to compensate for
the different hatch envelope dimensions.)
Shuttle and station interface connections include caution and warning
connections, core module TV hardwire connection, and air circulation ducts
for humidity control and CO2 removal.
As noted, suited crew ingress into the core module is performed for the
functions listed prior to initiating the berthing of the control/crew module
(SM-1). After berthing, two crewmen will normally work in a shirtsleeve
environment to make all module-to-core fluid/gas/electrical connections and
verification.
Following the control/crew module hookup and verification with the core
module, the activation and checkout of many subsystem assemblies can pro-
ceed. The order of activation on Figure 1-4 is as listed: (1) the information
system in the control/crew module; (2) the fluid loops in the control/crew
module external radiators; (3) deployment of the solar arrays; (4) power
transfer from fuel cells to arrays; (5) initiation of regenerative fuel cell
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After shuttle separation from the station cluster, the station maintains
an orientation which minimizes RCS propellant expenditure. All major acti-
vated systems remain activated at this point in the buildup sequence. Some
minor functions associated with manned operations are deactivated when the
buildup crew leaves.
Flight Mode
The modular space station is capable of maintaining a local vertical
hold and an inertial hold flight mode. This provides the basic stable platform
mode for earth viewing and solar/stellar viewing instruments, respectively.
The reference flight mode orientation is illustrated on Figure 1-5.
The X-axis is perpendicular to the orbit plane (toward the south), the Z-axis
is along the local vertical (down) and the positive Y-axis is opposite the
velocity vector. The flight mode acronym therefore is X-POP, Z-LV,
Y-OVV. This mode will be flown at all times except for the short periods
of inertial flight for solar/stellar viewing and shuttle approach and berthing/
unberthing operations.
The X-POP flight mode is selected based on minimizing solar array
shadowing by the station modules, best in-plane ground viewing, best
orientation for combined orbit makeup, and control moment gyro desaturation.
Growth Station Buildup
Growth station capability is achieved by the addition of two station
modules with crew quarters and life support, and by the addition of a short
growth core module with added fuel cell and electrolysis equipment. The
solar array is replaced with a 10, 000-square-foot array. The growth
station buildup sequence is shown in Figure 1-6, with steps numbered
sequentially to those in Figure 1-3. Crew buildup to the 12-man level is
completed following step
Mission Sequence Plan
The mission sequence plan provides the time phasing of the program
elements with emphasis on the scheduling of experiments. The final mission
sequence plan is described in detail in the MSS Preliminary System Design,
SD 71-217, Volume II, and presents the experiment time phasing, accommo-
dation mode, crew requirements, and logistics requirements. The resultant
total orbital program, including initial and growth station buildup, and the
conduct of one cycle of Blue Book (Reference 3) experiments covers a time









Figure 1-5. Reference MSS Flight Mode
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The mission sequence plan and the associated experiment scheduling
is intended to be representative of the operations of the modular space
station. It is not intended to represent the experiment program which must
be scheduled since the space station has the inherent capability and flexibility
to accommodate alternate programs: e.g. , one which emphasizes socio-
economic benefits or one which emphasizes advancements in scientific
knowledge. The mission sequence plan is intended to emphasize certain
fundamental characteristics. For example, by defining an initial level of
experiment activity (Level II), the majority of the functional program
elements (FPE)# can be accommodated early in the space station program
while deferring some of the experiment equipment development costs until
after the space station development peak annual funding. The Blue Book
level of activity (Level III) is then deferred until the growth space station
which provides a "facility capability" for accommodating the FPE's, as
defined by the Blue Book. In this respect, the mission sequence plan
illustrates the capability of the selected design concept to accommodate the
Blue Book in a balanced program wherein all disciplines are represented
throughout the program. The mission sequence plan is summarized by FPE
in Figure 1-7, and further information is given in Section 6.
Crew Requirements
The basic crew requirements are divided into those requirements
associated with station operations, experiment support operations, and
experiment operations. The crew requirements for station operations and
experiment support operations for the initial space station are on the order
of 25 man-hours per day. These operations include the routine daily
operations of the space station, routine and periodic maintenance, house-
keeping, monitor and control of detached RAM's, etc. The experiment
operations are those operations associated with the daily conduct of the
space station experiments. Based on 25 man-hours per day for station
operations and experiment support operations and a 10 hour work day,
approximately 35 man-hours per day are available for experiment operations
for the initial space station. The corresponding crew time distribution for
the growth space station is approximately 30 man-hours per day required for
station operations and experiment support operations leaving 90 man-hours
per day for experiment operations.
A functional program element (FPE) consists of a group of research and
applications investigations ("experiment") related by common objectives






Approximately 1900 pounds of cargo per month are required for basic
operations of the initial space station whereas 3600 pounds per month are
required for the growth space station. Based on the experiment scheduling
in the mission sequence plan, approximately 1000 pounds of cargo per month
are required for operations of the initial space station experiments and
1800 pounds per month for the growth space station experiments.
Shuttle Support Operational Requirements
The resultant shuttle requirements for support of the space station
are summarized in Figure 1-8 in terms of the missions required for the
delivery of station modules, crew and/or cargo, RAM's, and RAM support
sections. Six shuttle missions are required for delivery of the initial space
station modules and an additional four shuttle missions are required for
buildup to the growth space station, including one launch for replacement of
the solar array. A total of 74 shuttle missions are required for the delivery
of crew and cargo. The shuttle launch frequency for delivery of crew and
cargo is dictated primarily by considerations of crew rotation since these
missions occur at a frequency that permits the concurrent delivery of the
cargo necessary for the support of the station and experiment operations.
The logistics capability for crew and cargo delivery is based on a cargo
module capacity of approximately 11,880 pounds per flight for shuttle
missions which concurrently deliver up to six crewmen. As previously
noted, the cargo requirements are approximately 2900 pounds per month
for the initial space station and 5400 pounds for the growth space station.
In addition to the shuttle missions required for the delivery of the
station modules and for crew and cargo delivery, additional shuttle missions
are required for the delivery and return of RAM's and the support sections
necessary for the operation of detached RAM's. For the experiment pro-
gram (mission sequence plan) previously identified, only two support sections
are required to support detached RAM operations. A third support section
is provided for backup. RAM's and support sections are periodically
returned to earth for refurbishment and redelivered to orbit for further
utilization.
The resultant total shuttle support requirement is 134 flights: 35 flights
for the initial space station, and 99 flights for the growth space station
including the four shuttle launches for delivery of the station modules
necessary for buildup to the growth space station. The resultant launch
frequency is approximately one every eight weeks for the initial space station
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Figure 1-8. Shuttle Support Requirements
Modular Space Station Disposition
Station disposition will be accomplished by the sequenced return of
each module to earth. Experiment modules will be returned first, followed
by disassembly of the growth space station in the reverse sequence used for
buildup. The major exception to this sequence is that a cargo module (for
gaseous propellants) will remain attached to the core module until all sudden
modules and the power module are returned. Thus, the final return sequence
will be: station modules, power module, cargo module, and core module.
Mission Support
Mission support operations are conducted throughout the space station
program. During early and unmanned program phases, actual operational
control is provided by the mission operations support system. During most
manned phases, mission support activities consist of long-range planning
and executive management of program operations. Mission support oper-
ations include mission management, ground tracking, communication, and





1. 3 COST AND FUNDING SUMMARY
The summary of the Space Station Earth Orbital Program costs is
given in Figure 1-9 by project and procurement phase. These costs are
consistent with the ground rules in Section 2, and amount to about
$5, 550 million in 1972 dollar value.
Because of manpower and other constraints, the l6-year time span to
complete one cycle of Blue Book experiments exceeds the period covered by
the MSC guideline. This guideline specifies that "cost spreads are to be
indicated through a period of 5 years after the growth space station is
achieved. " In interpreting this guideline, all work-in-process costs were
excluded from those experiments, and their carrier (hosts) RAM's, that
are not operational by July 1, 1992. For all experiments which are to be
operational by then, operational by then, operational costs after that date
have been cut off. The exclusions are shown by dashed diagonal lines
intersecting the bars in the schedule shown in Figure 1-10. The lower
intersection of each bar represents the initial cutback in effort associated
with experiments not operational by 1992; the upper intersection represents
the last activity costed. In the case of experiments definition, all activity
ceases well before 1992 because it is completed one year after the initiation
of all experiments that are operational by 1992. In the case of all other
projects, the last activities costed are the operation cost of experiments in
progress in 1992, these costs are terminated at that time. A more detailed
example of exclusions is shown by broken lines on the MSS Detail Master
Schedule (Sheet 2) in Section 2; all items to the right of the broken lines are
excluded. The exclusions, associated with at least one full cycle of Blue
Book experiments, amount to $985. 2 million in 1972 dollar value and are
broken down as follows:
DDT&E $373. 0 million
Production 40. 9 million
Operations 57 1.3 million
The program annual funding by procurement phase and the cumulative
funding are shown in Figure 1-11. The peak annual funding is anticipated in
GFY 1979 in the amount of approximately $727 million. The cumulative




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































83 84 85 86
6 INITIAL STATION MODULES
3 CARGO MODULES
3 GROWTH STATION MODULES _
1 SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT
1 SET, SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT AIDS
8 EXPERIMENT DEFINITION ELEMENTS
22 FPE'S
9 ATTACHED RAM'S (EEM'S)
2 DETACHED RAM'S (EEM'S & SSM'S)
13 EXPT. GROUPING REFURBISHMENTS
2 ATTACHED RAM REFURBISHMENTS
2 DETACHED RAM REFURBISHMENTS
2 ATTACHED RAM MODIFICATIONS


















DDT&E 645 534 419 270 258 246 176 208 192 63
PRODUCTION 80 135 90 21 34 62 90 75 37 14 28
OPERATIONS 13 29 76 75 76 71 88 94 120 102
| TOTAL 1 9 88 267 475 727 671 522 320 368 383 342 354 317 171 153 180 96 104 .1






Figure 1-12 provides the Space Station Earth Orbital Program annual
funding by project (WBS Level 3) and again the cumulative funding as
commented on for Figure 1-11.
The Modular Space Station (MSS) Project (WBS Level 3) annual funding
by procurement phase and the cumulative funding are shown in Figure 1-13.
Peak annual funding of $580 million is anticipated in GFY 1979 with approxi-
mately 77 percent of all funds expended at mid-ppint of the total time spread.
Manpower loading of the MSS project is closely related to this funding
schedule and is presented in DRL 76, Modular Space Station Program
Master Plan, SD 71-225.
The Experiments Definition Project and Earth Orbital Experiments
Project (WBS Level 3) costs have been combined for charting purposes and
Figure 1-14 shows annual funding by procurement phase and cumulative
funding for all phases combined. Peak annual funding of $267 million is
anticipated in GFY 1983 with approximately 52 percent of all funds expended
at the mid-point of the total time spread. Figure 1-15 provides annual
funding by host (carrier) spacecraft which is either an MSS general purpose
laboratory (GPL), an attached research and application module (RAM), or
a detached RAM.
The attached RAM project and detached RAM project (WBS Level 3)
costs have been combined and Figure 1-16 shows annual funding by procure-
ment phase and cumulative funding for all phases. Peak annual funding of
$67 million is anticipated in GFY 1981 with approximately 39 percent of all
funds expended at mid-point of the total time spread. Figure 1-17 shows the
























































MODULAR SPACE STATION $2,373
EXPERIMENT DEFINITION 115




80 81 82 83 84 85 86
6 INITIAL STATION MODULES
3 CARGO MODULES
3 GROWTH STATION MODULES
1 SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT
1 SET, SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT AIDS
8 EXPERIMENT DEFINITION ELEMENTS
22 FPE'S
9 ATTACHED RAM'S (EEM'S)
2 DETACHED RAM'S (EEM'S & SSM'S)
13 EXPT. GROUPING REFURBISHMENTS
2 ATTACHED RAM REFURBISHMENTS
2 DETACHED RAM REFURBISHMENTS
2 ATTACHED RAM MODIFICATIONS
2 SUPPORT SECTION MODIFICATIONS
















MODULAR SPACE STATION 36 127 279 579 518 204 45 57 88 133 99 45 33 33 33 32 32
EXPERIMENTS DEFINITION 12 12 12 12 12 11
EARTH ORBITAL EXPERIMENTS 40 128 182 128 112 239 239 258 232 149 205 226 109 103 132 53 64
ATTACHED RAM 13 16 14 20 22 35 28 25 14
DETACHED RAM 16 52 13 24 32 19 18 20 15 11 13
TOTAL 88 267 475 727 671 522 320 368 383 342 354 317 171 153 180 96 104 I
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2. COST GROUND RULES AND PROGRAM MASTER SCHEDULE
2. 1 INTRODUCTION
The cost estimates in this report are based on an orderly, deliberately
phased procurement resulting in an economical evolution of ef fort to realize
program goals. The program covers a period from Phase С start i n C F Y 1 9 7 6
(October 1975) through 5 years (July 1, 1992) of operation after the growth
space, station has been achieved. Costs of on-going experiment operations
are truncated on July 1, 1992, and all in-process costs for experiments and
RAM's which are not operational by that time are omitted. To provide a
favorable funding profile, development and production of growth station
modules, RAM's, and experiment equipment are delayed in the schedule
until required by the mission sequence plan.
The cost ground rules and identification of items in the Work Break-
down Structure are enumerated. In addition, along with key milestones a
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2. 2 COST GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The major criteria and assumptions relative to cost.WBS reporting
levels, and funding are listed as follows:
1. Cost and funding projections are defined in U.S. dollars at a
CFY 1972 value.
2. Costs are for budgetary and planning purposes only and do not
reflect a firm commitment on the part of North American
Rockwell.
3. All elements of costs through the prime contractor general and
administrative (GfkA) level are included. No prime contractor
fee is included.
4. Costs are based upon NASA experiment cost estimating reports,
North American Rockwell, Space Division (NR-SD) historical
cost estimating relationships, budgetary and planning quotes by
subcontractors, subcontractor studies and catalogue prices.
5. Phase C/D go-ahead is assumed to be October 1, 1975. The
space shuttle is assumed to precede the space station. Advance-
ments in the state-of-the-art through 1975, accruing from shuttle
developments and supporting technology development such as the
space station prototype (SSP) of the environmental control life
support subsystem (ECLSS), are applied in estimating subsystem
costs.
6. As shown in the detail master program schedule, initial station
launch is assumed to occur on July 1, 1981. Buildup to initial
operational capability (IOC), as described in Section 1, is
achieved on January 1, 1982. This schedule, the timing of the
experiment launches, and the consequent funding assume a fully
reusable shuttle booster that is capable of a new launch every
30 days.
7. Due to the costs guidelines (Reference 1) that spares costs be
identified as operations costs, the schedule summary in Fig-
ure 2-1 shows operations beginning January 1, 1978. Operations
include experiment operation on the initial space station, growth
space station buildup which is completed July 1, 1987, plus





































































































































































































































































































































































































8. Operation for 5 years (through July 1, 1992) after achievement
of growth IOC, growth station is an arbitrary cutoff point
(Reference 1). Even though the capability is present, not all of
the NASA 1971 "Blue Book" (Reference 2) experiments are
performed by 1992, due to station manpower limitations. For
purposes of cost and funding estimates in the present report, all
costs to work-in-process (DDT&E, production and operations)
associated with experiments and their carrier (host) RAM's are
excluded for those experiments which are not operational by
July 1, 1992. For those which are operational by then, all costs
incurred through July 1, 1992 are included.
9. The Space Station Earth Orbital Program has been defined in
terms of five program elements. These are:
a. Modular Space Station Project
b. Experiments Definition Project
c. Earth Orbital Experiments Project
d. Attached RAM Project
e. Detached RAM Project
The Work Breakdown Structure applicable to these projects,
developed jointly by NR-SD and NASA-MSG on the present con-
tract, is shown in Figure 2-2. The costs reported herein are
the "contractor only WBS" items, including those at Levels 2
and 3 already cited, plus further breakdowns. In the MSS project,
the cost breakdown includes Level 4 (systems) flight hardware
and Level 5 subsystems, plus Level 4 nonflight hardware and
programmatic functions and services. The experiments defini-
tion project costs are defined to Level 4 scientific disciplines.
Earth orbital experiments costs are reported down to Level 4
aggregates of experiments by host (carrier) spacecraft. Each
RAM project cost is shown to an aggregate of RAM modules,
each of which would be a Level 4 item. The WBS index in
Appendix A defines all the cost elements reported herein.
Figure 2-2 is an abbreviated version (less definition of MSS
subsystems) of the WBS identification number of the WBS index.
In the present report, costs are identified only for those items
for which a WBS ID number applies; these costs are reported in
Section 7 on Cost Estimate Data Form A.
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EM WITHIN THE LEVEL 5 CLASSIFICATION CAN BE I
SUPPORT ANY LEVEL 4 SYSTEM IF APPLICABLE
STRUCTURAL & MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM 01
ECLSS SUBSYSTEM 02
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 03
GUIDANCE S CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 04
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 05
INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM 06
CREW HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM 07








































































































































ONTRACTOR WILL USE NASA FURNISHED COST
HESE ITEMS. THESE COST SUMMARIES WILL BE
ROGRAM REFERENCES IN APPENDICES TO DRL 77.
ONTRACTOR WILL REFLECT THE ESTIMATED
<EDULED EXPERIMENTS IN A TIME PHASED
OST RELATIONSHIP.
A.1 X-RAY STELLAR ASTRONOMY ES.I EARTH OBSERVATION FACILITY LS.I MEDICAL RESEARCH FACILITY FLIGHT CONTROL
A.2 ADVANCED STELLAR ASTRONOMY LS.2 VERTEBRATE RESEARCH FACILITY MISSION PLANNING
A.3 ADVANCED SOLAR ASTRONOMY C/N.I COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION LS.3 PLANT RESEARCH FACILITY COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
A.4 INTERMEDIATE SIZE UV TELESCOPE RESEARCH FACILITY LS.4 CELLS AND TISSUES RESEARCH FACILITY COMPUTER AND OTHER LEASEHOLD PAYMENTS
A.5 HIGH ENERGY STELLAR ASTRONOMY MS.I MATERIALS SCIENCE ANDMANUFACTUHING LS.S INVERTEBRATE RESEARCH FACILITY TRAINING DEVICES
A.6 INFRARED ASTRONOMY FACILITY LS.6 LIFE SUPPORT AND PROTECTIVE SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
T.I CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS LS.7 MAN-SYSTEM INTEGRATION CENTER OPERATIONS SUPPORT
P.I SPACE PHYSICS RESEARCH LABORATORY T.2 FLUID MANAGEMENT MAINTENANCE
P.2 PLASMA PHYSICS AND ENVIRON. PERTURB. LAB. T.3 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY FACILITIES
P.3 COSMIC RAY PHYSICS LABORATORY
 T4 ADVANCED SPACECRAFT SYSTEM TEST TRANSPORTATION
P.4 PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY LABORATORY T.5 TELEOPERATION PROPE LLANTS AND GASES
SAFETY
OPERATIONS
РНЕ/POST FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS
AND REPORTS
CONTRACTOR AND GOVERNMENT USE GOVERNMENT USE ONLY NASA-MSC
Figure 2-2. Program Summary Work Breakdown Structure and





10. The subdivision of work cost items included in the various
procurement phases is as follows:
a. Nonrecurring costs include design and development, initial
tooling and special test equipment, project management,
systems support, premission operations, experiment
integration into the host (carr ier) spacecraft, major test
programs (major test hardware plus test operations),
ground support equipment, and facilities. Because of the
difficulty in defining the respective manpower assignments
for premission and mission operations in the DDT&E, pro-
duction and operation phases, the premission operations
costs were arbitrarily ground-ruled to be wholly in the
nonrecurring phase, with none in the production and operation
phases. MSS items not shown in the work breakdown struc-
ture (WBS) at Level 4, such as tooling and special test
equipment, are included within the Level 5 items under the
modules. All experiments definition costs are assumed to
be nonrecurring.
b. Recurring production costs include subsystem flight hard-
ware; subsystem installation, assembly, and checkout;
acceptance tests; sustaining tooling and special test equip-
ment; module integrated assembly and checkout; systems
support, project management, experiments installation in
the host spacecraft, assembly, and checkout. As in the
non-recurring case, items not shown at Level 4 in the WBS
are included within the Level 5 items under the modules.
c. Operation costs include cargo module refurbishment, pro-
ject management, systems support, mission operations,
spares, experiment operations including principal investi-
gator efforts, experiment refurbishment, and RAM refur-
bishment. Mission operations were ground ruled to be
entirely in the operations phase for reasons outlined in
step 9a.
11. Level 5 WBS items entitled Training Equipment and Government-
furnished equipment/Government-furnished property (GFE/GFP)
and Integration have been provided for planning purposes, but
no costs are identified. Omission of training equipment costs
arises from the present plan which does not intend any contractor-
furnished flight hardware for training purposes. No Government-
provided equipment was identified at the time the cost estimates
in this DRL were prepared. Hence the costs of GFE/GFP equip-






12. The final costs and schedules are based upon the selected
configuration described in control drawing V030-942001, dated
November 1971.
13. The costs of the space station project include the following sets
of hardware:
a. Initial space station modules
1 Core module
1 Power module and solar array
2 Control/crew station modules (SM-1 and SM-4)




1 Set, solar array replacement aids
c. Growth station modules
1 Growth core module
2 Crew/ECLSS station modules (SM-5 and SM-6)
The major test hardware is defined in terms of mass simulation,
prototype, and flight types of hardware in Section 5. A key
feature of the test plan, described in SD 71-222, Modular Space
Station Integrated Ground Operations, is that no new major test
hardware or integrated testing is required for modules of the
growth station. This design approach has a significant cost
savings impact on major test programs (WBS No. xx-lxx-50-00).
For purposes of allocating nonrecurring costs, a plan for
sequential development of each of the subsystems by module has
been formulated, the sequence for each subsystem being generally
unique. The bulk of design and development costs is assigned to
*Costed in initial station WBS because it does not constitute a full module, although used on the growth station. See Cost Estimate





the first module in which the subsystem appears, with learning
applied to subsequent modules. These applicable sequences are
given in Section 5.
14. The production sequence assumes serial uninterrupted production
of all subsystems for the initial station, including three cargo
modules required for station support. For growth station items,
it is assumed that the line will be shut down and reopened at a
point consistent with the lead time necessary to meet launch
dates for the growth station. This interruption allows some of
the MSS funding to be postponed and allows the incorporation of
lessons learned in initial station operation into the growth station.
15. Weight of subsystems is an important parameter for estimating
costs. The weights used in the present report are preliminary
design weights as of October 1, 1971. More detailed weights
are presented in SD 71-219, MSS Mass Properties.
16. Two types of cost avoidance are treated in this report. The
first type results from engineering design ingenuity with special
attention to situations in which high-cost items can be eliminated
entirely or replaced by lower-cost items. The second type con-
sists of programmatic cost avoidance, using Apollo experience
as a base, due to advances in programmatic techniques and
procurement policies. The first type cost avoidance is displayed
in the Section 5 discussion of trade studies. The second type
is discussed under programmatic changes in Section 5.
17. Module refurbishment on the MSS is planned on cargo modules
only.
18. Ground support equipment, tooling, and special test equipment
estimates assume no existing inventory. The estimates for
ground support equipment do assume, however, that a universal
test equipment (UTE) complex will be available by space station
Phase C/D go-ahead and the on-board checkout (OBCO) will be
more extensively used than on past programs.
19. Facility costs recognize the usage of existing facilities and
modifications thereto, plus new facilities as applicable. The
reported figures include only facility contracts by NASA to
prime and subcontractors. Facilities financed by the contractors





20. No modifications to the ground network and synchronous satellite
communications systems available to users in general at MSS
Phase С go-ahead or development of new facilities, are antici-
pated, either for the basic system or ground support facilities.
No increases in operational costs are anticipated as a result of
the Space Station Earth Orbital (SSEO) Program. Hence no costs
relative to the basic ground network and synchronous satellite
communications systems are included.
21. Multi-FPE experiment equipment carried in the general
purpose laboratory (GPL) of the MSS is included in the GPL
furnishing assembly of the s t ructural and mechanical subsystem.
All other experiment equipment costs are grouped into categories
which correspond to the initial host (carr ier) spacecraft in which
the grouping is used. Experiment equipment which is added to
the original grouping to achieve a higher capability level is
costed against a grouping corresponding to the carrier space-
craft in which the additional equipment is f i r s t used. Installation,
assembly, and checkout of experiment equipment into a space-
craft is costed against the carrier spacecraft. Experiment
equipment refurbishment costs are charged against the grouping
corresponding to the carrier spacecraft in which the experiment
will be used after refurbishment. These ground rules are
especially significant in cases in which experiment usage begins
in the MSS and ends in a RAM, or goes from one type of RAM
to another, since the incremental costs associated with the
experiments are then allocated to a dif ferent WBS item than the
initial experiment costs.
22. Costs excluded from the present report which have not been
mentioned previously are:
a. Space shuttle hardware (including the docking adapter shown
in Figure 1-1) and operations costs
b. NASA operations and institutional management costs
c. Shuttle sortie module costs, if any
d. Supporting research, technology, and advanced development
e. Consumables—including cryogenics, foods, clothing,
personal gear, medical and dental supplies, and EVA equip-
ment
f. Allowances for growth in the preliminary design weight




23. With the exception of the earth orbital experiment costs,
furnished by NASA (Reference 3), all cost data were developed
by NR. Specific items of common experiment equipment which
were made part of the GPL were subtracted from the experiment
costs of Reference 4 and included as MSS project costs, after
eliminating redundancies.
24. The sequence and timing of the experiments are based on the
Mission Sequence Plan summarized in Section 1 and presented
in detail in SD 71-223, with availability for installation into
host (carrier) spacecraft as outlined in Subsection 2. 3.
25. The production sequence and funding period assumed for the
RAM's is largely dependent on the launch dates specified by the
Mission Sequence Plan. The subsystem installation, assembly,
and check-out is scheduled for completion by launch date, with
completion of production of subsystems, except for primary
structure, 6 months before launch. Primary structures of
RAM's are produced serially with starts at 2-month intervals
beginning January 1, 1981, thereby completing all RAM's
primary structures by 9 months (6/95) prior to the last launch
(3/96) of at least one cycle of each of the Blue Book experiments.
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2. 3 PROGRAM MASTER SCHEDULE AND KEY MILESTONES
A summary of all program elements supporting the NASA Space
Station Earth Orbital Program and the time-phased relationship and inter-
action among the elements has been presented in Figure 1-10. A detailed
schedule covering all program elements is contained in Figure 2-3, sheets 1
and 2. The Modular Space Station Project schedule is presented on sheet 1,
and the experiments and RAM projects are presented on sheet 2.
2. 3. 1 APPROACH
The approach to preparation of the Space Station Earth Orbital (SSEO)
program master schedule includes the following:
1. Establishment of ground rules and assumptions for all project
elements
2. Consideration of schedule data from the NASA Apollo, Skylab
and space shuttle programs, NASA cost and schedule studies,
and schedule data generated during the Solar-Powered Space
Station Program Phase В definition study
3. Application of schedule data from the contractor's hardware
programs
4. Extraction of applicable data from technical analyses conducting
during the modular space station Phase В definition study
5. Preparation of a preliminary hardware tree reflecting the MSS
design to ensure that all systems, subsystems, and components
are considered for development analysis
6. Preparation of a program WBS identifying the hardware, soft-
ware, services, and tasks that must be considered in preparing
a master schedule
7. Determination of the number and purpose of prototypes, mockups,
test articles, and flight hardware
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9. Analyses of the previous information and translation of the
systems and subsystems requirements into development
requirements
10. Construction of the master schedule through an iterative process
that takes into account all of the preceding factors
2. 3. 2 GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following ground rules and assumptions were established to pro-
vide a common baseline and frame of re ference for preparation of the SSEO
program master schedule:
1. An integrated schedule is required for all SSEO program effort
from the initiation of Phase С through completion of mission
requirements.
2. The MSS Phase В study has defined the MSS configuration and
established requirements for its development.
3. Phase С and Phase D for the MSS project will be continuous and
cover the span from October 1975 through completion of support
for the experiment program.
4. All module launches will be made from the Kennedy Space Center
via the space shuttle, at a frequency no greater than once every
30 days. Launches will support the mission sequence plan pro-
vided in SD 71-217, MSS Preliminary System Design, Volume II,
Operations and Crew Analysis.
5. Air transportation will be utilized for shipment of modules from
the manufacturing site to KSC.
6. Existing contractor and Government facilities will be utilized;
requirements for modified or additional facilities and related
equipment will be kept to the minimum.
7. The f i r s t four MSS modules will require concurrent, integrated
checkout and acceptance prior to shipment and launch of the
f i r s t module.
8. Capability for complete module acceptance testing will be pro-
vided at KSC at the earliest practicable time, by incremental
buildup o£ the MSV from development hardware. KSC systems
verification capability will be initiated prior to the arrival of the





9. One set of major assembly tools for special modules (core and
power) and one set for "common" (station and cargo) modules
will be available.
10. Manufacturing time spans will be based on a one-shift, 5-day
work-week, with spot overtime as required.
11. Primary structure fabrication is to be continuous and uninter-
rupted for all initial MSS modules including the three cargo
modules required for support of the initial station; growth
module fabrication will be deferred until the in-work need date.
Subsystem procurement and/or fabrication will be initiated
only as required to support the launch requirements.
12. The program master schedule will define an orderly, economical
evolution of events leading to the realization of overall program
objectives. The phasing of the program will not be considered
as fixed, except for the initiation of Phase С on the MSS project
and meeting the operational capability dates.
In addition, the following ground rules and assumptions were generated
to provide a frame of reference for preparation of schedule data for the
experiments and RAM projects:
1. The experiments definition project will have been initiated by
CY 1975 to support development and production lead times for
early FPE's.
2. Each experiment definition discipline activity will complete one
year after initiation of design of the last FPE in that category.
3. Development and production lead times for earth orbital experi-
ments will be based on NASA MSC-provided data contained in
the program development advanced studies report, ASR-PD-
MP-71-1, Cost Data for Preliminary Edition of Reference Earth
Orbital Research and Applications Investigations (Blue Book),
January 15, 1971 Edition, dated April 1, 1971.
4. Experiments planned for delivery to the space station via cargo
modules (i. e. , GPL experiments) will be available 6 months
prior to launch, and experiments planned for installation into
attached and/or detached RAM's will be available at the RAM/





5. Experiment operation schedules will be based on the mission
sequence plan provided in SD 71-217-2, MSS Preliminary
System Design, Volume II, Operations and Crew Analysis.
6. Experiment accommodation modes and capability levels are
defined and identified in SD 71-217-3, Modular Space Station
Preliminary System Design Report, Volume III, Experiment
Analysis. Level I (shuttle sortie missions) experiment capa-
bility will not be considered in preparation of the program master
schedule.
7. RAM development and production lead times will be based on an
analysis of experiment module data presented in SD 70-154,
Solar-Powered Space Station Program Cost and Schedules.
8. Three support section modules will be developed and produced
for the detached RAM project. Two will be used for operations
support and one will be maintained as a spare.
2. 3. 3 SCHEDULE HIGHLIGHTS
Figure 2-3 shows an integrated set of activities that depict the evolu-
tion of the SSEO program through the phases of design, development, delivery,
and launch; achievement of the 1982 IOC at the 6-man level; achievement of
the 1987 IOC for the 12-man growth station; and operations through accom-
modations of one cycle of Blue Book experiments.
Each element of the program WBS has been scheduled to a depth com-
mensurate with the level of technical definition attained during this phase of
the project. As shown, MSS project Phase C/D effort is initiated on
October 1, 1975. At this time, planning baselines are verified, work is
authorized, and the Phase C/D program plans are implemented as soon as
possible. Three months later, on January 1, 1976, the system requirements
reviews (SRR) are held to review the initial MSS system specification package
and establish an initial system requirements baseline (SRB). Three months
later, on April 1, 1976, a systems design review (SDR) is held to establish
the project requirements baseline (PRB) based on initial (partial) contract
end item (CEI) development (Part I) and GFP and GFE performance and
interface (P&I) specifications. Long-lead subsystem development procure-
ment specifications are released at this time.
After the SDR, engineering begins preliminary design, and manu-
facturing initiates fabrication of required soft mockups. On October 1, 1976,
preliminary design reviews (PDR) are conducted to confirm technical require-





are updated and the CEI and computer program contract end item (CPCEI)
development (Part I) specifications are formally approved by the NASA,
thus establishing the design requirements baseline (DRB). Long-lead
procurement requirements are identified and critical procurement is
initiated as required.
Detail design and subsystem development is initiated subsequent to
PDR, preliminary make-or-buy requirements are determined, supplier
surveys are conducted, and remaining long-lead time materials and develop-
ment procurement specifications are released. The release of s tructural
detail drawings and detailed subsystem drawings occurs as necessary to
support the subsystems development and module s t ructure fabrication effor t .
On January 1, 1978, a critical design review (CDR) is held to conduct
a technical review of the detail design and CEI product (Part II) specifica-
tions. At this time, approximately 90 percent of the detail, assembly, and
installation drawings are ready for release. The specific design is accepted
and released for production, and the drawing configuration baseline (DCB)
is established.
During the period from CDR to August 1, 1980, prototype subsystems
are acquired, development and qualification test programs are completed,
flight module primary structure fabrication has been initiated, and the initial
flight subsystems have undergone compatibility assessment and are ready
for installation in the flight modules.
On October 1, 1980, subsystems installation begins in the f i r s t (initial
core) module. The next three flight modules are also begun in series, the
four modules receive individual acceptance tests, and the required inte-
grated checkout of all four modules is accomplished during May 1981. The
four modules are shipped to KSC on June 1, 1981, initiating prelaunch
operations.
Following prelaunch activities in the mission support operations build-
ing (MSOB), the core module is installed in the shuttle orbiter at the vehicle
assembly building (VAB) and launched to orbit on July 1, 1981. All remain-
ing initial station modules are launched at 30-day intervals, achieving IOC
on January 1, 1982, with the launch of the first cargo module and a crew
of six.
In parallel with the foregoing operations, buildup of the MSV at KSC
has been initiated in February 1981, and completed on September 1, 1981,
allowing module SM-3 and all subsequent modules to receive final accep-





Growth station module production, checkout, and prelaunch operations
are shown, leading to the launch of the growth solar array package on
January 1, 1987, and the achievement of growth station IOC on July 1, 1987,
with a crew of 12 on board. Growth station operations are completed, the
last operational crew complement is returned to earth, and station dispo-
sition is initiated on July 31, 1997.
Not shown on the MSS program master schedule are the logistic support
launches (crew and cargo) planned during the life of the initial station and
following the achievement of the growth station IOC.
2. 3. 4 PROGRAM SCHEDULE BASELINE
The SSEO program master schedule, Figure 2-3, provides the frame-
work for development and preparation of d.etail schedules for all Phase C/D
project activities at the functional and work package levels. It will be
maintained and controlled at all times to ensure that only the latest planning
data are utilized by all program activities. A chronological summary of key
program milestones follows:
• Modular Space Station Project Phase C/D start 10-1-75
• System requirements review (SRR) 1-1-76
• System design review (SDR) 4-1-76
• Preliminary design review (PDR) 10-1-76
• Critical design review (CDR) 1-1-78
• Prototype hardware delivery 1-1-79
• Complete qualification 5-1-80
• Complete flight module integrated checkout
(first 4 modules) 6-1-81
• Start initial MSS buildup (launch initial
core module) 7-1-81
• Launch initial power module 8-1-81
• Launch SM-1 9-1-81
• Launch SM-2 10-1-81
• Launch SM-3 11-1-81
• Launch SM-4 12-1-81
• Launch first cargo module (IOC initial station) 1-1-82
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• Launch first attached RAM 8-1-82
• Launch first support section module 6-1-85
• Launch first detached RAM 8-1-85
• Start growth MSS buildup (launch growth
solar array package) 1-1-87
• Launch growth core module 3-1-87
• Launch SM-5 4-1-87
• Launch SM-6 5-1-87
• IOC growth station 7-1-87
• Launch second support section module 8-1-87
• Launch last attached RAM . 2-1-94
• Launch last detached RAM 3-1-96






3. OVERALL COST METHODOLOGY
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
The costing process used in the present report applies parametric
techniques to the identification of cost elements of the work breakdown
structure. The basic building block in generating nonrecurring DDT&E
costs for the MSS is the design and development (D&D) effort associated with
subsystem elements in the modules. Production costs are built up from the
recurring theoretical first unit (TFU) fabrication, including installation,
assembly and checkout acceptance testing cost for subsystem elements.
These building blocks are based on historical cost estimating relationships,
budgetary and planning estimates by subcontractors, subcontractor studies,
and catalogue prices; they exclude tooling and special test equipment costs.
In addition to the building block costs, nonflight hardware and pro-
grammatic support efforts are needed to complete the DDT&E and production
costs. These are derived from historical program experience as adjusted
by program management to reflect more advanced programmatic techniques
and procurement policies.
Operations costs are based upon the building blocks for spares,
refurbishment, and modification efforts, and head count estimates for
on-site and in-plant operational support.
Trade studies used in optimizing the subsystem design utilizes the
D&D and TFU costs plus logistics costs of operation to determine whether
higher D&D and TFU costs are warranted in order to reduce operational
costs. In addition to the MSS project, the research and application module
(RAM) projects were costed on a building block approach, but at a grosser
level of parametric definition.
Experiment costs were extracted from NASA-provided data which
included the sum of D&D and TFU plus operational costs rather than using
the building block approach.
3-1
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3. 2 ELEMENTS IN THE ESTIMATING PROCESS
Costs for the MSS project are illustrated in a three-dimensional format
in Figure 3-1. Along the horizontal axis into the page are shown the basic
D&D and TFU building blocks for each of the subsystems of the flight hard-
ware. By agreement with NASA, tooling and special test equipment are also
included in the DDT&E subsystem WBS elements for comparability with
estimates from other contractors. Production TFU building blocks are
adjusted for quantity wherever appropriate. Subsystem installation, assembly,
and checkout costs extracted from the basic TFU costs, in production, and
refurbishment costs in operations are, by agreement with NASA, included
in the module costs at Level 5. Allocation of costs by module for both
DDT&E and other procurement phases are based upon development sequences
in Section 5. All of the cost elements described are included in Cost Estimate
Data Forms A, B, and D in Section 5.
Shown along the horizontal axis to the right are nonflight hardware
and programmatic support WBS Level 4 items. Each of these is enumerated
as a line item in Cost Estimate Data Forms А, В and D.
Along the vertical axis are the elements of cost which make up the
flight hardware, nonflight hardware, and programmatic support effort and
which have been traditionally accumulated by contractor cost accounting
systems. Cost Estimate Data Form В has been established by NASA to
report these elements, which consist of the following:
1. Engineering labor hours and dollars




6. Other direct costs
7. Inter divisional work authorization (IDWA)
8. Total direct costs
9. Engineering burden
10. Manufacturing burden
11. Material procurement costs (MPC)
12. G&A






The enumeration of each of these elements has, by mutual agreement
with NASA, been determined to be of little use at this stage of the program.
Accordingly, the elements on Form B, presented in Appendix B, have been
limited to the following as shown in Figure 3-1:
1. Subcontractor costs (including fee, plus MPC and G&A costs).
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3. 3 ESTIMATES OF D&D AND TFU COSTS FROM TYPICAL
COMPARATIVE D&D AND TFU DATA
The basic building blocks for estimating costs associated with flight
hardware are the design and development (D&D) and theoretical first unit
(TFU) costs. These costs are derived parametrically by comparing the
item to be costed with a like item for which source data were available. The
comparison is made in terms of some meaningful physical parameter,
usually weight, and in terms of technical complexity and know-how. Each
of these parameters is discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
The typical source data for MSS project building block costs come in
several varieties. They consist of historical cost estimating relationships
(CER's) from the NR parametric cost data bank, and subcontractor budgetary
and planning estimates and studies. In the present report, the source data
are referred to as "comparative data, " and their cost is plotted as a point
on a log-log graph as shown in Figure 3-2. One such plot is used for D&D
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Experience shows that cost is sensitive to weight for most subsystems;
that is, the amount of labor expended per unit weight for a given technical
complexity and know-how level decreases exponentially as the weight
increases. This behavior is manifested by the negative slope in Figure 3-2.
The value of the slope depends upon the subsystem and also varies between
D&D and TFU in some cases, depending primarily upon the number of
repetitive usages of various design units of the subsystem. When converted
to a plot of total dollars on the ordinate versus weight on the abscissa for
the subsystem, the behavior is always one of increasing cost with increasing
weight.
One notable exception to the cost sensitivity to weight just described
is for electronics assemblies in which microminiaturization, for example,
makes weight scaling impractical. Accordingly, many of the assemblies in
the information subsystem are costed without weight scaling.
Weight scaling of cost is accomplished by moving along the line through
the comparative data point until the abscissa location corresponding to the
weight of the item to be costed is reached. This weight is largely a function
of the new design weight estimated by the responsible subsystem engineer
in the D&D case, and of the total weight in the TFU case.
Complexity is a parameter which is defined as a measure of the
intrinsic physical or functional features which specifies the effort needed to
design and develop an item, keeping weight and know-how constant. If the
item to be costed is more complex than the comparative data item, the factor
is greater than unity and the cost is increased; if simpler, a factor less than
one applies, thus decreasing the cost. The complexity factor is determined
by consultation with the responsible subsystem engineers. Usually, the same
complexity factor is assumed to apply to both the D&D and TFU costs.
The know-how factor is a ratio derived from relative ranking levels
between the item to be costed and the comparative data item. This ranking
level is defined in Table 3-1, and is based on a composite of state-of-the-art,
production experience, specification status, and knowledge as to operating
program characteristics. The effect of the ranking is represented in Fig-
ure 3-2, as ranging between off-the-shelf and substantially beyond the
state-of-the-art. The ranking is determined by interviewing the responsible
subsystem engineers. Ranking for the item of interest is estimated at the
inception of Phase С of the MSS, including all relevant technological fall-out
from other programs, and applicable to the capabilities of North American
Rockwell and its team of subcontractors. This ranking is compared with an
estimated ranking of the comparative data item at its program inception to
obtain a factor while maintaining weight and complexity constant. This factor
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the ranking levels. This factor is applied to design and development only,
based on the rationale that the know-how sufficient to produce the item will
have been developed during the design phase. In subsystems in which com-
monality exists, the effort associated with the "% New Design" portion of the
subsystem is at a given know-how level and the subsequent usage of the same
item in a design is at a level tending towards off-the-shelf ranking.
The original input format by engineering personnel is described in
Figure 1-12 of SD 71-217-4, Modular Space Station Preliminary System
Design, Trades and Analyses. Because of the judgmental process involved,
the necessity to convert the engineering inputs to meaningful cost values and
the need to insure that the parameters were being interpreted properly by
both the engineer and parametric cost estimator, the interviewing process





3.4 DERIVATION OF D&D AND TFU COSTS FROM
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
An atypical subsystem insofar as cost estimating is the information
subsystem in which many of the comparative items used in estimating costs
were catalog items produced in quantity for the commercial market. In
such cases, the procedure was first to establish a relationship between
fabrication and assembly costs assuming mass production on the one hand,
and TFU costs of a space-qualified product on the other. Then D&D costs
were derived using ratios between D&D and TFU derived from historical
data and estimates of the relative know-hows between the items.
Another major difference between information subsystem and the other
subsystems was the absence of weight scaling in many of the estimates. In
the information subsystem, the components often are off-the-shelf items of
minute weight and the new design effort is primarily one of combining these
components properly, so that weight frequently is not a good index of effort.
Discussing first the relationship between the catalogue price (CP) and
TFU costs, it was assumed that the commercial item employed relatively
hard tooling and that the learning curve had flattened off. If produced as a
space-qualified item, on the other hand, it would have softer tooling and a
greater variety of production work tasks leading to a steeper learning curve.
Learning curves for both the labor and material elements of cost were
assumed under both conditions, and the proportion of labor and material
costs to the total were estimated. A TFU/CP ratio was derived by assuming
a crossover or meeting point of the unit cost curves as a function of quantity.
This point was assumed to occur between the 100th and 200th production item,
and resulted in TFU/CP ratios of about 7. 5 and 9. 5, respectively. A check
of this against personal experience with factory-assembled versus home-
made electronic kits resulted in the choice of a value of 8. 0 for estimating
purposes.
This ratio was applied to the catalogue price to arrive at a TFU cost
for a space-qualified item of equivalent complexity and know-how. To obtain
TFU costs for the item of interest, a complexity factor is applied. This
factor is unity if an item equivalent to the catalogue item is used but may
vary considerably from unity for differing combinations of electronic com-
ponents compared with the catalogue item. As mentioned previously, weight
is not used as a parameter if the components are so small as to preclude





The D&D costs are derived from ratios of D&D to TFU experienced for
various manned and unmanned weapon subsystems and projections of various
manned and unmanned space subsystems, plotted as a function of estimated
know-how. The D&D/TFU ratio derived from this plot is multiplied by the
TFU costs derived above to arrive at an equivalent D&D cost for the catalogue
item. Most catalogue items are assumed to be a minor modification of a
previous item, and are rated at a know-how level of 2. To arrive at a D&D
cost for the item of interest, a know-how factor is derived by using the plot
and ratioing it against the know-how factor of the catalogue item. A com-





3. 5 DERIVATION OF SOFTWARE COSTS
The costs of software for the information subsystem consist of pro-
gramming costs and computer running time costs.
The programming costs are generated in a series of steps as follows:
1. The number of words is defined by usage; that is, for use on
the station, for information subsystem hardware development,
and for validation and test of the operating programs. It is also
defined by type of program; supervisory, subsystems application,
and subsystems data base. The numbers for each usage are
added to obtain a total by type of program.
2. The number of words in each type of program is broken down
into words which must be written before IOC and those which can
be scheduled for after IOC if desired. Each of these is further
broken down into original or "new" words and "repeat" words that
represent modifications of the originals.
3. The number of instructions is defined in terms of "new" and
"repeat" instructions by the type of program based on a different
ratio of instructions to words for each type of program.
4. A cost per instruction is derived for both the "new" and "repeat"
types, based on assumed labor rates and speed of writing
instructions.
5. A breakdown of subcontractor and prime contractor effort is
assumed, with appropriate factors for prime contractor efforts
added to costs as delivered by the subcontractor.
The computer running time costs are based upon the GE regression
formula (Reference 4) using the method developed by the System Development
Corporation. The parameters used in this formula are the number of machine
words, the programming complexity, and the logarithm (base 10) of the
number of words in the data base. As in the programming costs, a break-
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3. 6 PRIME CONTRACTOR AND SUBCONTRACTOR
ELEMENTS OF COST
These costs are represented along the vertical axis of Figure 3-1. The
prime contractor engineering and manufacturing effort in support of sub-
contractor work is based upon the Apollo CSM 1968 Cost Study (Reference 5),
in the case of the reference modular space station described in Section 4.
As the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study (Reference 6) became available, it was
used for the selected configuration of Section 5. In both cases, the historical
experience is adjusted to reflect programmatic cost avoidance due to
advances in programmatic management techniques and procurement policies.
The amount of cost avoidance is based upon studies first reported for the
1970 design (Reference 6) under the current Phase В space station contract.
In arriving at the subcontractor and prime contractor D&D and TFU
costs, the historical data were broken down into subcontractor, interdivi-
sional work authorization (IDWA), and prime contractor efforts by D&D and
TFU, respectively. It should be noted that the subcontractor cost element
herein includes associated material procurement costs (MPC) and G&A costs
of the prime as well as major and minor subcontractor costs per se. The
IDWA effort was further broken down into a portion paralleling that of sub-
contractors and a portion paralleling that of the prime contractor. The total
cost avoidance estimates of Reference 7 were assumed to apply to the modular
space station as well, and divided into subcontractor and prime contractor
portions. These portions were then deducted from the corresponding portions
of the historical data to arrive at a cost breakdown after cost avoidance.
For the reference configuration, the percentages of prime versus subcon-
tractor effort were the same for all subsystems except structure due to the
fact that the costs in Reference 5 are generated from the top down to the cost
elements, based on overall program costs. Also, TFU costs were adjusted
downward to reflect greater accessibility and modularity on the space station.
The subsequent cost study (Reference '6), on the other hand, is built from the
bottom up, so that there is considerable variation among the subsystems.
The breakdown thus derived were used in one of two ways. Either they
were employed to build up total costs for assemblies whose cost input initially
consisted of costs at the subcontractor level, or were used to obtain a break-
down of costs initially input at the total cost level and expected to be sub-
contracted on MSS. Cost inputs from subcontractor inputs were assumed to
contain cost avoidance as were those of References 5 through 7.
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3. 7 FACTORS FOR NONFLIGHT HARDWARE AND
PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT
Having generated the D&D and TFU costs through the subcontractor and
prime contractor levels, the next step is to generate the nonflight and pro-
grammatic support costs, plotted along the horizontal axis in Figure 3-1.
These costs were not used in the trade studies of Section 4 for evolving hard-
ware design features (see DRL 68, Volume VI); they are percentages of the
D&D and TFU costs and do not affect the choice of subsystem configuration.
They are significant, however, in estimating total costs in the selected
configuration (Section 5). The major test hardware portion of the Major Test
Programs is derived by defining a set of test hardware in terms of equivalent
TFU articles. All other items, making up the programmatic support, are
based on adjusted historical data, expressed as a percentage of a relevant
chosen cost base.
In order to generate these factors, the costs for each of the WBS items
in the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study (Reference 6) were converted to the WBS
items of the MSS. The cost avoidance items of Reference 7 (Subsection 3.6)
were also broken down by MSS WBS item. The cost savings in comparison
with the historical data, as is explained in more detail in Reference 7, stem
mainly from:
1. Reduced quantities of major test hardware due to the more
benign environment during launch, and to the possession of much
more technical know-how than was available in the early sixties.
An additional fallout of this reduction is the reduction of test
operations and site support efforts.
2. Phased procurement with a schedule offering an orderly economi-
cal evolution of events. This planning would lead to a better balance
of sequential and concurrent operations, thereby resulting in
significant engineering and manufacturing savings due to reductions
in the number of parts designed, built, and tested.
3. New engineering and management tools, such as automated
engineering release and manufacturing data retrieval systems,





To these reductions in costs were added certain reductions which were,
in the judgement of the program management, pertinent to the MSS project
but not included in the above avoidance items. The additional reductions
consist primarily of: (1) documentation and program control efforts in
program management due to a better knowledge and hence a need for fewer
requirements and planning documents; (2) less system support efforts for
configuration management, and far fewer trajectory analyses which more
than offset slightly increased efforts in integration analysis; (3) fewer over-
haul, repair, and maintenance activities on major test hardware items due
to better knowledge of test requirements; and (4) drastically reduced ground
support equipment (GSE) needs due to the availability of universal test equip-
ment (UTE) underdevelopment by the NASA and maximum use of on-board
checkout (OBCO) equipment, plus a lack of common use items.
More details in regard to the nonflight hardware and programmatic





3. 8 TRADE STUDY LOGISTICS COSTS
The D&D and TFU costs previously described were used to evaluate
various subsystem concepts in trade studies in which cost was considered
significant in the choice among concepts. It was also necessary to add
logistics costs, however, in order to arrive at a true picture of total costs.
That is, options with low development and production costs were often so
costly to operate over the period defined by the MSC study guidelines that
they proved to be noncompetitive from a cost standpoint.
The operation costs were limited to logistics costs of supply. The
cost impact of the resupply was determined through a computer program
that superimposed the resupply requirements for each of the nine concepts
on a selected constant experiment program logistics profile. The computer
output was a tab run and cathode ray tube (CRT) plots that gave a required
shuttle flight schedule to support each concept^ Logistics costs to support
each concept were established from these data.
Section 5 summarizes the results of trade studies in which cost was a
significant factor, and SD 71-217-6, Modular Space Station Preliminary
System Design, Volume VI, Trades and Analysis, describes the study logic
and concepts in detail.
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3. 9 EXPERIMENT PROJECT COSTS
Experiment projects include the Experiments Definition Project and
the Earth Orbital Experiments Project. In the definition project, the costs
were based on an arbitrary choice of a constant annual expenditure level per
scientific discipline. This level was assumed over a time period slightly
preceding the MSS Phase С start and terminating, in the case of each scienti-
fic discipline, one year prior to the initiation of design of the last experiment
equipment grouping to meet the full NASA Blue Book requirements, as defined
by the Mission Sequence Plan (MSP) in SD 71-217-2, MSS Preliminary
System Design, Volume II, Operations and Crew Analysis.
The costs of the Earth Orbital Experiments Project were derived from
NASA provided data in Cost Data for Preliminary Edition (January 15, 1971)
of Reference Earth Orbital Research and Application Investigations (Blue
Book), MSFC Program Development Advanced Studies Report,
ASR-PD-MP-71-1, April 1, 1971. These data included combined D&D and
TFU costs for equipment lists which did not correspond to the combination
of multiexperiment servicing equipment housed in the MSS in the present
design and the experiment-unique equipment in each of the host spacecraft,
and operational costs which did not correspond to the MSP in operational
duration or sequence. It was therefore necessary to redefine the ASR-PD-MP-
71-1 data in terms of the planned equipment groupings, to break down the
combined DfcD and TFU costs into their constituents for reporting in cost
Form A, and to make operational costs compatible with the MSP.





4. REFERENCE SUBSYSTEM COSTS
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
The evolution of costs in the MSS project represents a deliberate
e f f o r t to incorporate cost considerations into the design process. The
starting point for introduction of costs is the definition of a reference set
of hardware.
In order to assess the impact of subsystem design changes, which are
to be defined in terms of changes at the assembly and subassembly levels
(WBS Levels 6 and 7), the D&D and theoretical f i r s t unit (TFU) costs were
derived at these WBS levels for the reference configuration. Nonflight
hardware and programmatic support efforts were not included in the costs
since they were not expected to a f f e c t the outcome of the design trade studies.
The re ference configuration and the methodology employed in deriving
the D& D and TFU cost factors are described in the following paragraphs.
4. 2 REFERENCE CONFIGURATION FOR COSTING
The MSS Phase В contract began with a barbell configuration which
emanated from the configuration syntheses and analyses of the Phase A
contract. The reference configuration for costing included all hardware
elements of the six-man initial space station that had been defined through
Engineering Review Board (ERB) Meeting 20 and the action items arising
from that meeting. It is a barbell configuration consisting of two core
modules 31 feet in length with four side-berthing ports, two crew quarter
modules 28 feet long, two control center modules 28 feet long, and one power
module 42 feet long plus an 8000-square-foot solar array. All modules are
14 feet in outside diameter except for the cores, which are 12 feet.
Figure 4-1 shows this configuration, i l lustrating the capacity to accommodate
RAM's and cargo modules which were not costed.
Noteworthy features of this configuration include dual egress in a
shirtsleeve environment from all crew and control center modules, external












Figure 4-1. Reference MSS Configuration
In addition, certain features of each of the subsystems are worth
observing for cost perspective. These features are summarized in Table 4-1
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4-2. Reference Configuration Dry Weight Summary*
Subsystem
Structure (w/o manipulator)
Envi ronment / the rmal














* 2 core modules, 2 crew quarter modules, 2 control
center modules, 1 power module, and 1 solar array
**Excludes protable life support system (PLSS) and
pressure garment assembly (PGA) , both Government-





4. 3 COSTING PROCESS, REFERENCE MSS
Once the reference configuration had been determined, the costs of
the various subsystem assemblies and subassemblies were estimated pre-
cedent to trade studies leading to the selection of a final configuration. Since
nonflight hardware and programmatic support efforts were not expected to
impact the trade study results, they were not included in the estimates.
The methodology followed was that described in Section 3. For all
subsystems except the structure, the costs were calculated at the total
station level; that is, the cost calculation implicitly assumed that the
development sequence was included rather than explicitly defining a sequence
as in the case of structures. This approach was necessary because allo-
cation of the subsystems by module was undefined. The sequence of develop-
ment for the structural subsystem subassemblies is defined in Table 4-3.
It should be noted that initial development varies by subassembly and by
modules. In the case of crew furnishings and general-purpose laboratory
furnishings, each module was considered to be a unique modification of the
initial design effor t and equivalent to the initial effor t , respectively, in
know-how.
The comparative data used in making the cost estimates, the complexity
of the MSS item as a factor of the comparative item complexity, the know-how
rating of the MSS item versus the comparative item, and the resulting
know-how factor, are presented in subsequent tables. The rationale leading
to the choice of the complexity and know-how ratings is also presented. The
tables provide traceability of the evolution of costs for the reference MSS
subassemblies, which are presented in Appendix E. They are intended to
promote an understanding of the costing process. Certain key values in the
cost calculations — the comparative data costs and weights of both
comparative and MSS weights - have been omitted because the calculations
in their entirety are considered proprietary. They are being furnished to
NASA under separate cover.
The traceability of the evolution of costs for the structures subsystem
is given in Table 4-4, but this should be used in conjunction with Table 4-3,
since only the initial design efforts are presented in the interest of brevity.
The S-II CER's used for comparative data were generated by the S-II Cost


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































С = Nth theoretica
Module No. 1
CC = Nth theoretica
Center Module




































The costing process for the environmental/thermal control and life
support subsystem is traceable in Table 4-5. Many of the costs are based
on studies performed by the Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft
Corporation, as adjusted for know-how ranking. The adjustment reflects
increased know-how assumed to accrue from space station prototype (SSP)
activity expected before space station Phase С inception. Numerous items
of comparative data are at the total CER cost level rather than the subcontract
input level, and therefore do not require the application of prime contractor
add-on costs to the comparative data inputs.
Table 4-6 shows the comparative data and technical factors influencing
the electrical power subsystem costs. This subsystem borrows extensively
from existing programs and programs scheduled to be well under way or
completed by the inception of Phase С of MSS. This fallout is expected to
reduce significantly the costs of fuel cells by utilizing off-the-shelf shuttle
fuel cells and Skylab batteries for primary power. In the case of secondary
batteries, the Station Technology Advanced Requirements Testing (START)
project, for continuing early development testing on MSS subsystems into the
1972-1974 time period, is expected to advance the state-of-the-art from its
present level. Prime contractor engineering and manufacturing support was
assumed to be less in the case of the solar array than for other subassemblies
because of the large size of similar hardware assembled at the subcontractor
facilities.
The guidance and control subsystem traceability data are summarized
in Table 4-7. This subsystem utilizes much existing state-of-the-art, with
development efforts primarily in the CMC and navigation base subassemblies.
ISS-developed preprocessors are used wherever possible. Software costs
are based on special Gfk С requirements which are separate from those of
the ISS.
The comparative data, complexity, and know-how factors used in the
reaction control subsystem are presented in Table 4-8. Most of the sub-
assembly comparative data are from the Apollo command and service
modules records. Because of more stringent design requirements, several
of the subassemblies are more complex than the comparative items. Not
much in the way of shuttle development fallout is expected for this subsystem,
and some concepts are not yet pinned down; thus the gauging subassembly
required new development and the blower assembly creates a new design
problem. In the case of TFU costs, some of the subcontractor cost inputs
were adjusted by in-house engineering and manufacturing support costs that
had as inputs the total Apollo CSM flight hardware costs and subcontractor
costs by engines, tanks, and feed controls of the service modules. The
in-house costs were defined by estimating the breakdown of total Apollo RCS
costs between the service module and command module portions, and sub-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































obtain a total in-house portion. This portion was then allocated by weight to
the engines, tankage, and feed control, respectively, to obtain in-house cost
factors. These factors were applied to the subcontractor costs derived for
the MSS RCS subassemblies.
The traceability data for the information subsystem are shown in
Table 4-9. In many cases, the data used by the subsystem engineer for
comparative purposes in defining complexity and know-how ratings represent
commercially available equipment. Unlike other subsystems, weight was
not used as a parameter in many subassemblies, especially for data
processing and display/control items. Some items include one complexity
factor to represent the use of off-the-shelf units of the comparative data
item and another complexity factor representing the ef fort necessary to tie
these items together, expressed as a factor of the effort necessary to design
or produce the comparative item. As might be expected from the use of
commercial items for comparative data, many of the complexity factore
considerably exceed unity. Also, unlike other subsystems, a plot of know-how
factors; factor for other subsystems are selected judgmentally by the
estimator without the use of plots.
The software costs of the ISS were all assumed to be nonrecurring,
using formulae as described in Section 3. The costs of programming assume
major reductions in the cost per instruction from previous experience. These
reductions are contingent upon the development of a simpler procedural
language (then FORTRAN) called HAL. It is assumed that this language will
be fully developed by the start of Phase С of the MSS project. The number
of required boards by type of program for the MSS were estimated to be as
follows:
Supervisory Program 772, 000
Application Program 970, 000






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. 4 SUMMARY OF REFERENCE MSS COSTS
The costing process and the resulting costs were reviewed in
Engineering Review Board (ERB) Meeting 20. The data in Tables 4-3 through
4-9 represent the subassemblies, factors, and rationale approved. An out-
come of this meeting of particular interest is the inclusion of a 13-foot
high-gain antenna in, and the deletion of an approach radar from, the
communications assembly of the information subsystem. The review board
also established the costs summarized in Table 4-10, as credible costs for
reference purposes.
Table 4-10. Reference MSS D&D and TFU Costs




































5. SELECTED CONFIGURATION COSTS
5. 1 INTRODUCTION
The barbell configuration used for reference costs was ultimately
replaced by the cruciform configuration shown in Figure 5-1 and described
in broad terms in Section 1. The modules in the six-man initial station are
one core module 40 feet long and 12 feet, 8 inches in outside diameter with
eight side-berthing ports; two crew/control station modules and two laboratory/
ECS station modules about 39 feet long and about 14 feet in diameter; and
one power module about 34 feet long and a little over 7 feet in diameter with
a solar array of about a 7000-square-foot area. More information about the
modules and airlocks used in this configuration is given later. Cargo modules
and the modules of the growth station were not defined in so much detail in
keeping with the scope of •work under the contract.
The selection of the final configuration was an evolutionary design
process incorporating technical and cost considerations. In this section of
the report, this evolutionary process is described primarily in terms of its
impact on costs. Additionally, certain cost ingredients necessary for appli-
cation to the WBS are included. The impacts of plans for cost avoidance are
also estimated.
For reference purposes, the cruciform configuration selected in the
evolutionary design process is presented first, in Subsection 5. 2 The changes
in costs from the reference configuration of Section 4 to those used for the
selected configuration reflect design trade studies, described in Subsection
5. 3, and changes in weight and hardware dictated by technical considerations,
as described in Subsection 5. 4. Cost changes in comparative cost data,
along •with procedures for that cost allocation by module, are described in
Subsection 5. 5; tooling and special test equipment (STE) and other flight
hardware effort costs are costed and included within specific WBS blocks
on the basis of the cost ground rules of Section 2. Nonflight hardware and
programmatic costs are derived in Subsection 5. 6 to permit the costing of
the total project. Cargo modules and growth modules are costed in Sub--
section 5. 7 in a more approximate fashion because technical parameters
are not so well defined. A cost summary of the MSS project is given next
in Subsection 5. 8. Finally, in Subsection 5. 9, savings due to cost avoidance
techniques are presented. These savings are of two types: (1) cost avoidance
by engineering design ingenuity which results in the elimination of redundant
equipment and the use of low-cost approaches in place of high-cost approaches,





phased procurement and management techniques made possible by new
automation and other management tools and by the advances in space
technology and experience which make requirements better understood.
5-2
SD 71-226-1
Ч!» Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
5. 2 SELECTED CONFIGURATION
5. 2. 1 CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
The barbell configuration used for r e f e r e n c e costs are ultimately
replaced by the cruciform configuration shown in Figure 5-1 and described
in broad terms in Section 1. The cruciform was selected for the prelim-
inary design configuration, with provision for the RAM's and cargo module
in t h e - Y plane. Station modules are in the Y-Z plane. This configuration
requires only two special modules, core and power, for the initial station.
In comparison with the reference barbell configuration, the cruciform offers
reduced impulse requirements which affect propellant usage and gas storage,
reduced momentum exchange level which af fords reductions in CMC size
and number, and increased st i f fness. The location of the station modules
was selected for buildup and station operation efficiency.
The seven modules that comprise the initial station (core, power,


































The core module (Figure 5-2) is 40 feet long between berthing inter-
faces and has a 12-foot, 8-inch outside diameter. The 1 5-foot-diameter
envelope intersects the edges of the side-berthing ports cluster. Light-
weight skin (0. 040-inch aluminum) and stringer construction is utilized.
The eight side-berthing ports are spaced 20 feet apart, which allows a
5-foot clearance between the station modules. The four side ports are
provided with thermal covers. Thermal control of the vertical ports is
provided during buildup with special insulation panels.
The installed subsystems are distributed between the Vj and Vz volumes
separated by the EVA/IVA airlock. The airlock provides an equivalent floor
of approximately 5 feet by 7 feet. All of the hatches open outward from
the airlock. The EVA hatch (40 -inch- diameter clear opening) is located at
a 45-degree angle, which provides the maximum clearance between attached
modules. The G&C optical reference and CMC's are located adjacent to the
RAM berthing ports.
Certain buildup equipment is accommodated such as the antennas,
thermal control radiators, RCS propellant, and initial power. All subsystem
components are installed with on-orbit shirtsleeve maintenance accommoda-
tions including maintenance of the RCS engine assemblies. The utilities




























о ALL SUBSYSTEMS ON-ORBIT REPLACEABLE
• MODULE SPACING FOR DIRECT DOCKING OR BERTHING
• FIRST MODULE LAUNCHED - MINIMIZES COMPLEXITY OF POWER MODULE
- REDUCES BUILDUP SCARS





routing throughout the module from berthing port to berthing port and end to
end of the module are redundant and separated for damage containment and
safety.
Power Module
The power module (Figure 5-3) consists of two assemblies, a power
boorn and a solar array (Figure 5-3). The solar array assembly consists of
the arrays and an orientation drive and power transfer mechanism. Shirt-
sleeve maintenance of the mechanisms is provided. The solar array assembly
is replaceable and utilizes the standard berthing port.
The power boom is 88 inches in outside diameter and 27 feet, 6 inches
long. The 88-inch-diameter boom allows the solar array panels to stow
within the 15-foot-diameter shuttle payload envelope. The boom is of
monocoque construction utilizing 0. 145-inch-thick aluminum, which increases
its stiffness and consequently increases the natural frequency of the total
space station assembly. High-pressure gas storage bottles for repressuri-
zation are placed in the boom. Shirtsleeve maintenance and replacement is



















• ON ORBIT MAINTAINABLE "ODAPT"
• NORMALLY UNPRESSURIZED
• ON-ORBIT REPLACEABLE TANKS & EQUIPMENT






The two crew/control modules, SM-1 and SM-4 (Figure 5-4), have
common functional allocations and equipment location. Each modules per-
forms a similar function in each of the two pressure-isolatable volumes of
the station. Where backup functions are provided, they are located in similar
areas in the module of the opposite volume.
Both SM-1 and SM-2 contain a commander/executive type stateroom
and two crew staterooms in a split-level arrangement. Control centers are
located on the upper deck of each module outside the stateroom. The personal
hygiene facilities are in similar locations; however, only SM-1 contains a
shower. The waste management equipment is located below deck near the
personnel hygiene facility to simplify sewage transport and process ing.
The area above deck in SM-1 contains the experiment data analysis
equipment, including a data analysis control console, a photo-processing
laboratory, and an isotonic exercise area. The exercise areas are also
equipped to serve as a backup medical facility. The area above deck in






























The two laboratory/ECS modules, SM-2 and SM-3 (Figure 5-5), are in
different isolatable volumes of the station. Where backup functions are
provided, they are located in similar areas in the module of the opposite
volume.
The lower deck area of SM-2 and SM-3 contain environmental control
subsystem assemblies for air revitalization (CO2 management and atmosphere
control). Common installation arrangements provide easy access for
maintenance and service. The remaining lower deck area is for storage of
station and experiment supplies.
The above-deck area in SM-3 contains the primary galley/dining and
recreation areas as well as general-purpose laboratory facilities. The
laboratory capability is designed to support both physics and biomedical
experiments. The above-deck area in SM-2 contains primarily general-
purpose laboratory installations; however, a small backup galley is installed
at the inboard end of the module. GPL equipment and areas for mechanical,









• LONGITUDINAL FLOOR- SINGLE
ORIENTATION DIRECTION
• COMMON MAINTENANCE &

















A general-purpose airlock is attached to these laboratory modules.
The one on SM-2 points to nadir and the one on SM-3 to zenith. An experi-
ment operations area and airlock loading access space are provided in each
module at the airlock end.
Cargo Module Concept
The cargo module (Figure 5-6) concept utilizes the MSS universal
structure except that it is 24 feet in length compared to a station module
length of about 39 feet. It is self-sufficient on orbit for six men for 72 hours
when in the shuttle cargo bay. Up to 11, 800 pounds of cargo can be carried
with an up-crew load of six passengers. Passengers would occupy the cargo
module only during orbital periods, and transfer to the station would be
accomplished through the orbiter. One hundred and twenty cargo containers,
located as shown, provide sufficient dry cargo storage capacity to meet
resupply and the 120-day storage capacity requirements. Five 48-inch-
diameter tanks provide sufficient capacity for all anticipated liquid and gas
resupply requirements. Should this requirement ever increase, up to nine























• UTILIZES MSS UNIVERSAL
MODULE STRUCTURE
• SELF-SUFFICIENT (72 HR) WHEN
IN SHUTTLE
•PROVIDES SHUTTLE BERTHING
CAPABILITY FOR MSS RESCUE
• EASY CREW AND CARGO UNLOADING
• EASILY CONVERTIBLE TO ALL CARGO
• CREW OCCUPANCY ONLY DURING
ORBITAL FLIGHT





5. 2. 2 EXPERIMENT AIRLOCKS
The experiment airlocks are considered part of the structures and are
therefore costed with the primary structure assembly. Operationally, these
airlocks are a key portion of the station's experiment accommodations.
Two experiment airlocks (Figure 5-7) are provided as part of the GPL
configuration to deploy scientific instruments to the space environment from
the station pressurized volume. The nadir-pointed airlock is mounted to the
end of Station Module 2 and the zenith-pointed airlock is mounted to the end
of Station Module 3. The airlocks are mounted to the station modules with the
normal station berthing system that provides mating, sealing, and utilities
interfaces. The internal dimensions of the airlock are 80 inches in diameter
by 150 inches in length, providing approximately 436 cubic feet of usable
volume. The hatch window in the end of the station module is used for
viewing the interior of the airlock from the pressurized volume. A standard
window is provided in the hinged outer hatch for viewing EVA operations from
within the airlock. The hinged outer door utilizes the station berthing
system to lock and seal the airlock and is used to support experiment equip-
ment. Both airlocks are pumped down into the station volume by station
equipment and pressurized directly from the station atmosphere. Standard










о VOLUME 436 FT3 EACH
о STANDARD DEPLOYMENT DEVICE
COMMON DOCKING INTERFACE (REMOVABLE)
«SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITY
° ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL
«OXYGEN SUPPLY
« NITROGEN SUPPLY











5.2.3 SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEMS
The space station system contains seven functional subsystems. Brief
descriptions of the subsystems are presented in the following paragraphs.
Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
The preliminary design features of the subsystem are shown in Fig-
ure 5-8. The station module pressure shell is of monocoque construction
utilizing 0. 145-inch thick 5052 aluminum alloy. This type of construction
and material is cost-effective and insensitive to modifications with long-life
characteristics. The three bonded external frames provide the structural
payload interface attachment to the shuttle and also provide the manipulator
pickup sockets. The external frames provide a clear module interior of
13 feet 8 inches to diameter. An integrated arrangement of radiators,
insulation, and pressure shell provides meteoroid and radiation protection
and thermal control. Interior arrangement flexibility is provided by utilizing
the external ring frames and longitudinal drag longeron. This arrangement
will accommodate a longitudinal floor, transverse floors, or no floors.
STATION MODULE PRELIMINARY DESIGN




















• SEGMENTED RADIATOR PANELS













The module has been designed for low-cost monocoque construction
(Figure 5-9), using 0. 145-inch 5052 aluminum alloy augmented by an 0. 030-
inch aluminum meteoroid bumper. Three frames are utilized external to the
pressure shell, which accommodate the shuttle attach points and manipulator
sockets. Kapton-lined insulation is located inside the meteoroid bumper and
acts as a secondary bumper.
Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem
The ECLSS is distributed throughout the modular station (Figure 5-10),
with one complete subsystem in each isolatable pressure volume. The
repressurization gases are stored in the power boom, with leakage nitrogen,
emergency gases (H2> 03), and other expendables in the cargo module. The
ECLSS thermal control radiators are located on the exterior surface of SM-1
through SM-4. Each module has eight panels, a total of 32. The design
margins incorporated allow for loss of two panels without impact on station
operation.
The dual installation of full ECLSS capability provides mission continu-
ation in the event of a single volume failure, and online redundancy in the
event of ECLSS failure. The dual ECLSS separated subsystem results in
placement of interrelated subassemblies such as waste management and water
management close together, thereby eliminating intermodule connection of
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• DUAL HABITABLE VOLUMES
. SAFE MISSION CONTINUAT. ION
• RADIATOR САРАСП Y 35 KW
(30 KW REQUIRED)
• CAN LOSE UP TO 4 OF 32 PANELS
• REDUNDANT & SEPARATED 6-MAN
ECLSS ASSEMBLIES
. MINIMIZED COUPLING OF CREW
FACILITIES & ECLSS EQUIPMENT




• CLEAN ROOM ATMOSPHERE ON-BOARD POLLUTION CONTROL
• SMALL TEMPERATURE VARIATION -65 -75 F
• FOOD SAME AS EARTH FROZEN, FRESH, & CANNED
•INHERENT SAFETY
• LOSE 02 SUPPLY - OK 2 WEEKS
• LOSE C02 REMOVAL OK 4 DAYS
• LOSE AIR TEMP HX - MAX 95° STEADY STATE
Figure 5-10. ECLSS Subsystem
management of close together, thereby eliminating intermodule connection of
urine lines, in addition to reducing greatly the required coupling diatance
for tubing, ducts, and wiring.
The overall station design provides inherent safety for loss of critical
functions such as oxygen supply, CC>2 removal, and atmospheric temperature
control. There is sufficient oxygen in the controlled environment to provide
metabolic oxygen requirements without oxygen addition for two weeks before
reaching fatal oxygen partial pressure levels. The same can be said of CO2
for a 4-day period at normal generation rates with no removal. Steady-state
cabin air temperatures at maximum load have been estimated at a 95 F with
the module heat exchanger out after two failures. Each module contains two
heat exchangers sized at half the module load; therefore, a single heat
exchanger failure would result in a 75 F cabin at maximum heat load.
The selected ECLSS concept (Figure 5-11) for space station application
is the regenerative type with reclamation of oxygen from carbon dioxide and
water. The individual processes such as Sabatier, electrolysis, and vapor
compression are receiving continual development under NASA funding.
The important design features of the oxygen recovery approach are the
reduction in logistic resupply and reduction in quantity of gases vented over-
board which can contaminate the environment to which experiment program





and EPS and the advantages of a single hardware development can be achieved.
In addition, the two electrolysis installations provide an additional success
path for critical functions in both ECLSS and EPS.
A vapor compression water recovery concept was selected for all
station water recovery. The vapor compression approach, which utilizes
the extraction of energy for condensing on one side of a heat transfer surface
to cause boiling on the other side, results in the important design features
of both low energy input and low energy output which is heat rejection. The
energy input is the form of compressor power which is very small compared
to that required to accomplish boiling of waste water. The single concept
has only one development whereas dual concepts, which may show a weight
advantage, are more complex and costly to develop.
Electrical Power Subsystem
The EPS design (see Figure 5-12) includes the ability to switch power
on the array before it is collected on slip rings. This permits turnoff of
power for on-orbit maintenance of turret components and selective switching
for power transfer to primary buses and electrolysis units. Switching assists
































• LOW HEAT REJECTION REQD
• SINGLE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
• ECLSS TECHNOLOGY




• LOW LOGISTICS REQD
• MINIMUM CONTAMINATION
• WATER IS O2 RESUPPLY FORM
ELECTROLYSIS UP TO 4 LB/HR
• IDENTICAL TO EPS UNIT
• BACKUP TO EPS
MAINTAINS LOW CO2 CONCENTRATION
• <3 MM Hg CONTINUOUSLY
VAPOR COMPRESSION
• REDUCED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS COST
• REDUCED VENTING CONTAMINATION
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• REPLACEABLE SOLAR A R R A Y S
• MINIMIZE PROGRAM & DEVELOPMENT RISK
•ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE TURRET
• INCREASE ASSEMBLY LIFE
•ON-ARRAY SWITCHING
. IMPROVED CONTROL & DISTRIBUTION
•ENERGY STORAGE • REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
• INTEGRATED SYSTEMS. LOW COST
• MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS
BUILDUP POWER




• STANDARD 120/208 VAC
• MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST
UTILITY
• AMPLE POWER 19,600 WATTS CONDITIONED POWER
• HIGH RELIABILITY - MULTIPLE SUCCESS PATHS
Figure 5-12. Electrical Power Subsystem
A solar array size of 7000 square feet provides for ample electrical
power (19, 600 watts 24-hour average) over the 5-year life of the initial MSS.
The array size includes a 29. 3-percent allowance for degradation in the
space environment. Replacement is planned at the end of initial MSS life.
A standard 120/208 volt ac distribution provides common power
characteristics for experiments and permits the EPS to utilize technology
developed by commercial and military aircraft design, leading to lower cost.
Fuel cells and electrolysis are combined in a regenerative energy
storage concept to replace large quantities of secondary batteries. The same
fuel cells serve multiple purposes to satisfy buildup power and backup and
emergency requirements. The fuel cells give the MSS multiple power sources
(success paths) to support two isolatable pressure volumes for life support





Guidance and Control Subsystem
The G&C concept (Figure 5-13) includes a planar array of three double-
gimballed control-moment gyros each with an angular momentum of 1100 ft-1
Ib-sec. The gyros are sized for geometric axes, local-level mode operation
with a minimum of 12 hours between desaturations. The control-moment
gyros are desaturated by firing orbit makeup corrections so that they simul-
taneously torque the vehicle. The CMG system also provides momentum
exchange for an orbit-referenced (principal axes) inertial flight mode.
The G&C computation concept includes preprocessors that provide
both developmental and operational flexibility. The system also uses ISS
computations where G&C functions are interrelated with other command
and control functions.
The station's navigation concept is based on star-horizon measurements.
The concept is mechanized to be performed automatically and autonomously.
It works independently of ground support, cloud cover, and communication
links and uses sensors that are also used for control. Should the shuttle
program develop a more accurate navigation concept such as beacon tracking,
the station could utilize the system in conjunction with star-horizon

















> CMC'S, 3 AT 1100 FT-LB-SEC EACH
• LOCAL LEVEL FLIGHT MODE WITH
GEOMETRIC AXES CONTROLLED
X AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT PLANE
• OPTIONAL FLIGHT MODE -ORBIT
REFERENCED INERTIAL
•MINIMUM OF 12 HR BETWEEN DESATURATIONS
• ORBIT MAKEUP & DESATURATION THRUSTING
COMBINED






• AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION - EXPERIMENT REFERENCE INDEPENDENT OF CLOUD
COVER OR COMM
• EXPERIMENT POINTING REFERENCE. MIN COMPLEXITY - CONTROLLED GEOMETRIC
AXIS FLT MODE
• COMMAND & CONTROL/G&C INTEGRATION, SIMPLE & FLEXIBLE WITH PREPROCESSORS






Figure 5-14 shows the RCS characteristics, including engines located
at each end of the core module on the ZZ axis and the accumulator assemblies
which supply the RCS engines with propellants and the ECLSS with oxygen and
hydrogen during orbital dark side operations. The RCS engine is shown both
iri the firing position and sealed for shirtsleeve maintenance (dashed con-
figuration).
The design features of the RCS include oxygen and hydrogen pro-
pellants derived from water electrolysis, making water, which is easily
transportable and sotrable, the only resupplied consumable.
The thrusters are independent in that a set of quads at either end of the
station can accomplish the RCS functions. The engines operate once every
12 hours to minimize effluent disposal and experiment operations.
Characteristics include the fact that the RCS can adapt to impulse
variations by increased frequency of firing and increased electrolysis output.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
^. . RCS/ECLSS















• WATER ELECTROLYSIS BY ECLSS
• WATER ONLY CONSUMABLE
• EPS ELECTROLYSIS ALTERNATIVE
• GAS STORAGE FOR BUILDUP IN CORE & POWER
MODULE
• TWO INDEPENDENT THRUSTER SYSTEMS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY
• COMBINED ORBIT MAKEUP & MOMENTUM DUMP
THRUSTING
• REDUCES PROPELLANTS
• THRUSTING ONCE EACH 12 HR
•REDUCES CONTAMINATION
•SHIRTSLEEVE MAINTENANCE
• INCREASE SYSTEM LIFE
UTILITY
• INSENSITIVE TO VARIATIONS IN IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS
• MULTIPLE SUCCESS PATHS FOR MAINTAINING CRITICAL FUNCTIONS






The information subsystem (Figure 5-15) is designed with redundant
capability to meet the design criteria of the space station. This redundant
capability consists of dual control centers, each with a central processor
capable of performing the total station subsystem operations. Each control
center and central processor has redundancy built within to meet the station
failure criteria. One control center is used for station operations while the
other backs up this function. The backup control center is used for experi-
ment operation during normal operations and is converted (by software) to
station operations only during critical periods or those periods when signi-
ficant onboard checkout is being performed. A quad redundant digital data
bus is provided. Dual communications packages are provided, one onSM-1
and one on SM-4. Each package has the ability to transmit and receive on









• DUAL CONTROL CENTERS
• DUAL CENTRAL PROCESSORS
• QUAD REDUNDANT DIGITAL BUS
• DUAL COMMUNICATION PACKAGE




• TOTAL STATION CONTROL CAPABILITY FROM EACH PRESSURE VOLUME
• BACKUP COMMAND CONTROL & CENTRAL PROCESSOR USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
OPERATIONS DURING NORMAL STATION OPERATIONS





The concept for the external communications package (Figure 5-16),
is one which will simplify the equipment, require less component develop-
ment, and allow greater equipment flexibility. The mixing of the various
data sources and the modulation to S band (low power) is accomplished in
the control centers and transmitted to the S-band power amplifiers and
K-band up-converter (located in the external communications package). The
K-band up-converter multiplies the S band to К band and provides the power
for antenna radiation in the K-band mounted electronics. The reception of
RF information is accomplished the same way with the receivers located at
the antennas.
Four separate buses are provided in the station, each having builtin
redundancy.













• S-BAND FROM/TO EXCITER/
PREAMPLIFIER
• NO OUTPUT POWER LOSS
• POWER AMPLIFIERS &
PREAMPLIFIERS AT ANTENNAS










• FEWER COMPONENTS TO DEVELOP
• GREATER FLEXIBILITY
• BUSES
• DIGITAL DATA - QUAD REDUNDANT
OTHERS • DUAL REDUNDANT
• TLM-LOWER DATA RATE ON DIGITAL DATA BUS
Figure 5-16. ISS External Communications Internal Buses Concept
Crew Habitability Subsystem
The habitability designed into the modular space station emphasized
comfort, a familiar environment, and special conveniences. All facilities





The phantom sketch of station Module 4 (Figure 5-17) illustrates
several of the key habitability features. With regard to comfort, ceilings
and areas are based on the requirements of 95-percentile crewman extra-
polated to the 1981 timeperiod; privacy is provided. Other areas are left
as open as possible to provide a sense of spaciousness to the maximum extent
possible. The up-direction from all floors in the space station are in the
same direction to minimize the requirement for crewmen to reorient them-
selves mentally from one module or location to another. In addition to the
conveniences listed, cupboards, closets, and other storage areas are
designed within the reach capabilities of 5-percentile female crewmembers.
The emphasis placed on the shaping, sizing, and orientation of
interior equipment is intended to provide the crewmen with as large and as
familiar an interior environment as possible to assure a favorable crew
psychological attitude for long-duration MSS mission stay times (up to
180 days).
Phantom sketches of SM-4 andSM-1 (Figure 5-18) illustrate the
location and some of the crew care/exercise primary and backup facilities.
The principal functions of these areas are to provide specialized care to
injured or ill crewmen, provide the necessary equipment for crew stay time
qualification beyond 60 days and up to 180 days, provide equipment to support




MAXIMUM CEILING HEIGHT & AREA DIMENSIONS
INDIVIDUAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL
MAXIMUM PRIVACY
AWAY FROM NOISE, TRAFFIC
VARIED FOOD, PREPARATION CAPABILITY
• CONVENIENCES
STATEROOMS NEAR CONTROL CENTER























CREW STAY TIME QUALIFICATION
SUPPORT TO LIFE SCIENCES FPE"S
CREW CONDITIONING












• COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
• LOCATED IN LOW №315ЕЯНАРР1С AREA
• INTEGRATED CREW CARE, EXERCISE, LIFE
SUPPORT EXPERIMENTS
• MAJOR EQUIPMENT PORTABLE, MAY BE
USED IN BACKUP MEDICAL AREA
SM-1
Figure 5-18. Crew Care and Exercise Features
The design features of these areas are listed on the chart. Isolation
is required for bacteriological control; i. e. , forward and backware con-
tamination (in the primary facility only). Sufficient diagnostic and medical
care equipment provides the capability needed by the do с tor/technician for
decision-making in regard to the necessity for an interim shuttle launch to
effect evacuation of a seriously injured or ill crewman.
The isotonic or exercise area located in the backup medical area,
across from the primary control center, contains a privacy screen for use





5. 3 TRADE STUDIES
As pointed out in Section 4, it was established that the WBS Levels 6
and 7 D&D and TFU costs for the reference configuration were credible and
in sufficient depth to conduct valid subsystem trade study options. These
costs, which were presented in 1972 dollar values in Section 4, are repeated
below in the 1971 dollar values of the original analysis for easy comparison
with the detailed trade study costs presented in Modular Space Station Pre-
liminary System Design; Volume VI, Trades and Analysis (SD 71-217-6).
The totals (sum of D&D and TFU) in Table 5-1 are meaningful since only
one station is planned to be built in this project.
Table 5-1. Summary of Reference MSS D&D and TFU Costs



































5. 3. 1 INTEGRATED TRADE STUDIES
Previous studies of space station subsystems have recognized and
incorporated the integration possibilities of various subsystems. For
example, the results of the Phase A MSS indicated that the G&C would require
some dedicated data processing equipment but could be integrated with the
ISS central processing computer for certain computational functions. These
results were incorporated into the reference MSS configuration. Subsequently,
the EPS, RCS, and ECLSS were identified as candidates for integration.
Since the subsystem alternatives included cryogenic gas storage in the cargo
modules plus buildup packages, the reference MSS was augmented with cost
estimates for cryogenic tank storage and buildup feed controls for the ECLSS





Table 5-2. Reference MSS Adjusted for RCS Buildup Package and
Cargo Module Cryogenic Tank Storage
($ Million, GFY 1971 Dollar Value)
Reference MSS















The integrated EPS/RCS/ECLSS options were developed by f i r s t
establishing candidate options for each subsystem. Approximately 10 options
were defined for RCS considering the type of propellant and storage location
plus the use of low-.thrust resistojets to supplement the regular RCS thrusters.
Three EPS options were defined using various combinations of fuel cells,
batteries, and hydrazine auxiliary power units (APU) in conjunction with the
solar array. ECLSS options included various schemes for CC>2 removal,
various'storage methods or electrolysis generation of Сч, N9, and H?
supplies, and cryogenic versus high-pressure storage of repressurized
No and C>2. Figure 5-19 summarizes the subsystem options and designations.
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'С OVERBOARD DUMP OF CH4 (L-41 & CO2 (L-4. L-5)
D RESISTOJET UTILIZATION СЩ (L 4) & CO2. H2O (L 4. L 5)
E NO RESISTOJET





Trade studies were f i r s t conducted at the individual subsystem level;
these trades deleted those concepts which could not satisfy the MSS require-
ments or which imposed large drivers or constraints on MSS configurations
and mission-operations. The options with the lowest potential cost were
easily recognized and facilitated the deletion of certain options. These
studies resulted in a reduction of the integrated concept options from 41 to 9.
These nine combinations are presented in Table 5-3 using concept desig-
nations employed during the analysis and with option candidate codes defined
in Figure 5-19 and in later tables.
Table 5-3. Final Nine Integrated Concepts Trade Candidates
Concept
Designation










































^-Reference MSS configuration adjusted for cargo module
cryogenic tankage and buildup package
In choosing among these options, cost was the major evaluation factor.
It was found early, even within the subsystem trades, that design, develop-
ment, and production costs were insufficient to identify the low-cost options.
Operational costs of logistics resupply were also necessary to arrive at a
true picture of costs, since often low development and production costs for
a subsystem implied very high logistics costs. The cost impact of the
logistics resupply was determined through a computer program that super-
imposed the resupply requirements for each of the nine concepts on a
selected constant experiment program logistics profile. The computer out-
put was a tab run and cathode ray tube (CRT) plots that gave a required
shuttle flight schedule to support each concept. Logistics costs to support
each concept were established from these data.
The development of D&D and TFU costs for the options of Table 5-3 are
by the methods of Section 3. Traceability of costs are provided by Tables 5-4
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The monopropellant engines are
much less complex than the
Apollo RCS engines.




c. Catalyst bed design vs injec



































All cargo module storage with











































*^The gas generator is essentially
the same as the Apollo mono-
propellant engine, with less
stringent design requirements
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О -CONCEPT 3-8 BREAK EVEN POINTS
Л= CONCEPT 5-3 BREAK EVEN POINTS
80 2 3
Y E A R S OF O P E R A T I O N S





The D&D and TFU costs, tor only those subassemblies which change
from the reference configuration in the nine final options, are presented in
Tables 5-7 through 5-9 for the ECLSS, EPS, and RCS, respectively.
Table 5-10 summarizes, by subsystem, the sum 01 D&D and TFU costs of
the affected subassemblies. These costs were adjusted slightly to reflect
small variations in array sizes and ISS interface and software requirements.
To these adjusted costs were added five years of logistics resupply
consumables to arrive at a total for concept comparison. Figure 5-20 shows
that costs are also sensitive to operational lifetime and Figure 5-21 shows
that some concepts are much more sensitive to logistics costs than others.
After an examination of the results in Table 5-10 and Figures 5-20
and 5-21, Concepts 11-2, 8, and 6-4 were selected for further evaluation.
Concept 8 emerged as the preferred choice, based on minimum venting,
low cost, low technical risk, lowest logistic requirements, similarity in
working fluids and hardware, good, and reliable performance.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*Cost data are shown only for principal subsystem variables.
Note: Cost delta's for solar array sizing requirements
are included in the Л subsystem costs shown in


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In summary, the integrated ECLSS, EPS, RCS trade study resulted
in the concept changes from the reference configuration to the selected
configuration shown in Table 5-11.
Table 5-11. Concept Changes Resulting from Integrated ECLSS,





Change in nitrogen supply and emergency repressurized
No and C>2 supplies from cryogenic to high-pressure
storage. Hydrogen supply for Sabatier reactor changed
from cryogenic storage to electrolysis-generated.
Regenerative fuel cells and electrolysis unit replace
heavy primary and secondary battery storage
H2 and C>2 gas generated by electrolysis unit in ECLSS
rather than supplied by RCS cryogenic storage
The cost impact of the concept selection resulting from the integrated
ECLSS, EPS, and RCS trade study amounts to a reduction of approximately
$62 million in D&D and TFU costs. This difference is apparent by comparing
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5.4 EFFECTS OF OTHER CHANGES
In addition to the cost impact of design changes resulting from the
integrated trade studies, cost changes resulted from other design changes
which materialized as the requirements of the MSS project become better
defined. Some of these changes were heavily cost-oriented, such as the
use of monocoque structure rather than sheet-stringer in modules other
than the core. Another prime example is the elimination of redundancies
in the functional program elements by grouping a large part of the equipment
with capabilities for servicing many FPE's within the MSS rather than
sending a new, and generally different, set of components aloft with each
launch of an experiment. Such multi-FPE equipment is housed in the MSS
in the current design and has been included within the general-purpose
laboratory furnishings subassembly of the structural and mechanical
subsystem.
Other cost changes resulted from the weight changes which emanated
directly from more well-defined technical requirements alone rather than
from any cost consideration per se. As such, they did not involve changes
in the know-how and complexity parameters described under cost
methodology (Section 3). Only the weight scaling part of the costing
process was affected.
The weight breakdown in Table 5-13 shows the differences in weight by
subsystem between the selected MSS configuration and the reference MSS
configuration, and Table 5-14 summarizes the design changes, regardless
of origin or motivation. In addition to the reallocation of subassembly items
among assemblies within a subsystem already mentioned for the multi-FPE
equipment above and the trade studies already covered, there are other
reallocations which are indicated by brackets in Table 5-13 and outlined in
Table 5-14. Notable increases in weight occur in primary and secondary
structure and the multi-FPE servicing equipment in crew furnishings.
Major decreases result from the elimination of batteries and propellant tanks
in EPS and RCS, respectively. Overall, the MSS weight (excluding cargo
modules) increased by almost 10, 000 pounds, or about 10. 5 percent over the
reference MSS configuration.
In addition to the changes so far discussed, better cost data became
available during the course of the Phase В contract. Of major impact were
new cost estimating relationships (CER's) for structure (Reference 10) and
the solar array based on the latest Lockheed Missile and Space Company study
work on space station solar arrays (Reference 11). The generation of costs









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Multi-FPE (as opposed to FPE unique) experiment equipment
added to this subsystem as General Purpose Laboratory
Furnishings.
©2 and N2 repressurization tanks added to the atmospheric

















































management assembly to supply RCS. Atmospheric control
assembly weight increases due to better definition of require
ments, including functional allocations. Thermal control
CO6cuassembly includes larger external radiators due to increasedlength of modules, the addition of emergency and buildup sys
and better definition of requirements. Water management
с
о
assembly replaces dual vapor compression reverse osmosis
system by a single vapor compression system. Eliminates





system but incurs weight penalty. High-pressure gas storag
formerly in special life support assembly reallocated to gase
storage for RCS usage.






primary and secondary battery storage. Minimum amount oJ
batteries retained for station buildup.











































































Н2 and C>2 gas generated by electrolysis unit in ECLSS rather
RCS storage by cryogenic system of liquid N2 and C^- Elimin











cdNumber of operating memory units in central processor increfi0• r-t
-ucdfiмОчн£
T3cd
.mass memory design changed, local processor, terminal unit
preprocessor deleted by higher central processor capabilities
с
о
0)Station buildup processor added. Display/control subassembl









VHF transponder added. Facsimile unit transferred from dis
control to internal communications assembly. Communicatioi
4-JСcd0•t-iЦЧAssembly broken down into internal and external parts. Signi
reduction in software words in memory.
i
Not a subsystem designation in the reference configuration.










gency equipment, recreation exercise equipment, and food
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5. 5 DEVELOPMENT OF FLIGHT HARDWARE EFFORT COSTS FOR
6-MAN INITIAL SPACE STATION AND SOLAR
ARRAY REPLACEMENT
Having selected a final configuration, it then remained to generate
costs in the format of Cost Estimate Data Form A. The first step in this
process was to generate the flight hardware effor t portion outlined in
Figure 3-1; that is, the D&D plus tooling and special test equipment in the
nonrecurring costs, the TFU (with quantity adjustments, if any) costs with
subsystem installation, assembly, and checkout called out separately in the
recurring production costs, and refurbishment in the operating costs. The
modifications to the basic D&D and TFU building blocks are, by agreement
with NASA, to permit better comparability with estimates from other con-
tractors or to promote better cost visibility in the WBS.
In generating the flight hardware effor t costs, changes in configuration
and comparative data following the integrated trade studies had to be taken
into account, and a cost allocation by module had to be developed. Tooling
and special test equipment cost estimates were made by module and added
to the costs; on the other hand, installation, assembly, and checkout costs
were extracted from TFU costs already assumed to include them. Lastly,
refurbishment costs were estimated.
5. 5. 1 D&D AND TFU COSTS BY MODULE
Following the conclusion of the trade studies, it was necessary to
incorporate weight and other design changes, as summarized in Subsection 5. 4,
plus more realistic comparative data, in arriving at D&D and TFU costs for
the selected configuration. The impact of the weight changes was a straight-
forward fallout of the weight scaling process, since complexity and know-how
factors were not changes once firmly established. Significant changes in
comparative data, however, required a recycling of the complexity and
know-how estimates for the affected items. Significant changes in this
regard occurred in the structures, electrical power, and information sub-
systems. Minor alterations occurred in comparative data used for the crew
habitability subsystem. Another change was made in the interests of
accelerating the cost prediction process for the preparation of the cost data
forms. Having worked to WBS Level 7 for the trade studies, the aggregates
to Level 6 and above were believed to be as credible as could be expected.





unless too many Level 7 changes precluded that approach as in the ISS. By
this procedure, the costing process was accelerated without losing credibility
at Level 5 which is reported in the final cost data forms.
In the case of the structural and mechanical subsystem, changes in the
number and sizes of the modules led to major changes in weight and the
adoption of monocoque construction reduced the complexity of the primary
structure of most of the modules. Complexity at WBS Level 6 was derived
by an average based on the product of weight and complexity of each of the
WBS Level 7 items. Major changes occured in the comparative data and
weight scaling. The comparative data used for the Reference Configuration
were based on S-II CER's developed by NR in February 1971 and consisted
of D&D costs which were derived at a program-wide multiple of the TFU
costs for each of the comparative items.
In October new CER's became available which incorporate the results
of more recent cost studies and permit a less constrained estimate of D&D
costs as well as the TFU. Moreover, it became evident that, for the tank
and environmental shielding assemblies, the slope used in weight scaling
(Figure 3-2) for the reference configxiration made the costs too sensitive
to weight and understated these costs for the low weights under consideration.
Accordingly, slopes which recognize the relatively fixed development costs
at even very small weights, and the large numbers of common sections in
these assemblies, were used. The assumed sequence of development and
production and the revised comparative data for the structures subsystem
are given in Tables 5-15 and 5-16, respectively. The costs are summarized
in Appendix F in 1972 dollar value, which is assumed to be 5 percent greater
than the 1971 dollar value. It should be noted that although SM-1 through
SM-4 are referred to as common modules in some of the technical descriptions,
they are unique insofar as cost estimating is concerned because so many
individual components are different. This statement applies to all subsystems.
In addition to these changes, the structural and mechanical subsystem
was augmented to include the multi-FPE equipment as differentiated from
FPE-unique equipment in the general-purpose laboratory furnishings assembly
of this subsystem. In order to derive the costs of the multi-FPE equipment,
the equipment items, some 57 in number, were divided into the following
classes: .
Structural and mechanical items - simple and semi-complex
Electrical items - simple and complex
Experiment supporting items
Experiment equipment



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rimary s t r u c t u r e summarized on this line is f u r t h r r d<
's :
The core sidewalls arc similar to S-II tank sidewalls i
skin and str inger construction; however, they become
complex due to the 10 pass ive ber th ing ports . Both si
are pressur ized and sustain side loads. The s t a t f - o f -
has advanced since 1963; t h t - r e f o r e , minimal developr
be required
Elimination of waf f le and common bulkhead problems i
complexity. S-II bulkheads were domed, whereas the
module bulkheads are flat






















































































































































econdary structure summarized on this line is f u r t h e r
r
s:
The utility distribution, which consists of electrical w
hardlines and utility ducts, which, when related to the
skirt, is much less complex
The door s /hatches and access domes are of a h e a v i e r
than S-II. Complexity has increased over aft sk ir t dui
latches, and windows
Of minor complexity due to MSS item being an I-beam
structure attachments
Of minor complexity as item consists of lockers, flat
attachments. Because it is in te r ior rather than e x t e r i
load-carrying and no thermo problems will be encount
Less complex than S-II because of smallness of p a r t s























































































































































































































































nvironmental shield consists of HPI-high per formance insulation
r). The S-11 shielding consisted of s p r a y f o a m , t h e r e f o r e the
ear quotation for Mylar has been utilized. The Goodyear Mylar
i s idered to be the same complexity as the space station, and an
ced state-of-the-art requiring substantial development
erthing (docking) is compared to the S-II f l ight control h a r d w a r e
i the similarity of the quick disconnects and the many lines lead-
the b e r t h i n g ports. The core module berthing ports (10) are al l
/e, 8 s ideports and 2 endports . The passive por t s are cons idere






















































































































































































































rimary s t r u c t u r e summarized on this line is f u r t h e r de f ined as
•s:
The initial power module sidewalls are of monocoque cons t ruc-
tion rather than the skin and s t r i n g e r type of S-II or the space
station core- module. This results in a l e s s e r complexi ty than
estimated for the MSS core module
Bulkheads are s imilar to the MSS core module bulkheads, i, e. ,
flat r a t h e r than dome shaped
























































econdary s t r u c t u r e summarized on this l ine is f u r t h e r d e f i n e d as
r
s:
The ut i l i ty d i s t r ibut ion por t ion of the s e c o n d a r y s t r u c t u r e i s the
same type as the c o r e module ut i l i ty d i s t r i b u t i o n , t h e r e f o r e less
complex than the a f t s k i r t
The d o o r s / h a t c h e s and access domes are of loss w e i g h t t h a n the
c o r e doors /hatches and access dome, but are v e r y s imi lar whic l
re su l t s in a reduction in the know-how level for the MSS p o r t i o n .














































































































































































































, The cargo handling is similar to the core module cargo handling,
there fore , the complexity remains the same; however, the MSS
know-how is increased
. The brackets, doublers, etc. , weigh less than the core module
brackets, doublers; however, they are of similar complexity,
with increased know-how
initial power module shielding is of the same type as on the core
ale, but will be less complex because the power module is smaller
ameter and more constant, i. e. , no berthing ports on the side-
s. The MSS know-how has advanced as a result of the core module
berthing ports on the initial power module consist of two active
ports and two passive end ports. The complexity on the passive
ing port is 1.0 as compared to the S-II flight control CER; how-
, the active docking port is considered to be 1. 5 as complex. The
'-how has advanced since the S-II flight control was developed and















































































































































































































primary s t ructure summarized on this line is further defined as
ws:
. The SM- 1 module sidewalls are of monocoque construction,
similar to the initial power module sidewalls. The complexity is
equal to the power module, t h e r e f o r e less than the core module.
The know-how is reduced to ref lect an increase as a result of
the power module precedence
. The SM- 1 module bulkheads are similar to the initial power
module bulkheads, complexity is equal; however, the know-how
has increased


















































































































































































. The SM-1 module secondary structure includes partitio
consist of both ceilings and partitions. The complexity
than the S-II aft skirt because SM-1 module has larger















. Load requirements and configuration are similar to the
thrust complex; however, at the subassembly level the
skirt CER is used. The floors complexity has been wei








. The utility distribution area which consists of electrical
hardlines, and utility ducts are similar to the core mod
the power module utility distribution area. Complexity






















. Similar to core module and power module

















. The brackets are the same complexity as the power mo








VSM-1 shielding is the same type as on the power module;


























































































Table 5-17 summarizes the comparative data and costing factors for
these classes of items. The costs for these items are summarized in
Table F-l , Appendix F. Unlike the other assemblies of the structural and
mechanical subsystem, the total costs of the GPL furnishings assembly
were derived independently of a development sequence. The allocation of
GPL furnishings assembly costs by module is obtained by proportioning each
of the subassembly costs by weight identified for each of the modules.
Besides the structural elements needed for the initial station only,
there are additional hardware items included in the power module costs.
These are the D&D and TFU costs of the mechanical aids which are launched
with the 10, 000- square-foot solar array which replaces the 7, 000-square-
foot array as the growth MSS is initiated. These aids consist of a launch
support structure, a replacement aid, and an adapter. The launch support
structure is similar to the initial power boom and is also utilized to return
the initial array to earth. The replacement aid is attached in the shuttle bay
and is used as a temporary mounting structure during the replacement of one
array by the other. The adapter is a device which links the launch support
structure to the orientation drive and power transfer (ODAPT) section of the
solar array. The shapes of these items are illustrated in Figure 5-22. Each
of these items is a new unique design for primary structure, but learning
from the previous power module is assumed for secondary structure, shielding,
and berthing. The basis for the costs is summarized in Table 5-18, and the
costs themselves are given in Table F-2, Appendix F.
The next subsystem which was affected by a change in the comparative
data was the electrical power subsystem. Based on developmental work by
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, it was decided to alter the comparative
data upon which the solar array and orientation drive mechanism costs are
based. Table 5-19 summarizes the changes. In the initial preparation of
Cost Estimate Data Form A, it was assumed that a 7, 000-square-foot array
would be designed for the initial station and a 10-000-square-foot array for
the growth station. Uoon examination of the large DfeD costs for the second
design, however, a different approach was adopted. It was decided that a
10, 000-square-foot array would be designed from the very beginning in a
manner which -would allow the attachment and deployment of either the entire
10, 000-square-foot solar cell area or a considerably lesser amount of solar
cells, the 7, 000 square feet needed for the initial station*. The slightly
larger initial design effort is more economical than two separate design
efforts. TFU costs are not affected so much. Because only the array is
replaced and not the entire power module, the costs of replacement are
included in the EPS portion of the power module WBS element of the initial
station (see Figure 2-2 and Cost Estimate Data Form A).
•The ODAPT and mounts and supports of the power generation assembly increased in weight substantially (Table 5-13)
to 7, 688 pounds. This is the only case in which costs were affected significantly by weight differences frozen for
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Allocation of EPS costs by module is based upon the initial location
of the assembly in the launch sequence and upon the weight allotted to each
of the modules.
The other subsystem in which major changes in comparative data,
complexity, and know-how occurred was the information subsystem. Major
di f ferences materialized in both hardware and software requirements. The
hardware e f fects are summarized in Table 5-20. The impact on costs is to
increase the D&D costs from $70. 2 million to $87. 5 million in GFY 1971
dollar value, and to increase the TFU costs from $33. 6 million to $45. 0
million. In the case of software, the requirements for memory capacity
and other word usage were relaxed from the re ference MSS as follows:
Thousands of Words









This relaxation resulted in a cost decrease from $78. 8 to $66. 8 in
GFY 1971 dollar value. As in the case of the reference MSS, the costs are
contingent upon the development of the HAL procedural language by start
of Phase С on the Space Station program. This language is expected to
decrease both the cost per instruction and the number of words in comparison
with presently available languages.
The costs of the ISS were derived at the station level and then allocated
by module. To arrive at the allocation of D&D costs, sequence of design for
each subassembly was determined by either initial usage or by the proportionate
usage by module as indicated by the weight located therein. This sequence
and the associated know-how rating are summarized in Table 5-21. The
know-how factor derived from the know-how rating was multiplied by the
weight in pounds, and this product for each module was divided by the pro-
duct's aggregate for all modules to obtain a fraction of the total for the
subassembly to determine allocation by module. In the case of recurring
production costs, the allocation by module was based on launch sequence and
weight, assuming weight to be an index of the quantities of components in the
subassembly. In the case of software, all costs were assumed to be D&D
and were charged against the SM-1 module where the central processor is
f i r s t used.
The final changes in comparative data and the associated complexity
and know-how factors are in the crew habitability subsystem. In the selected














































































































n of the local processor,


























































































































































































































Now have two central proc-
essors with nine operating
memories instead of four.
Effort to tie these together
more complex than for
reference MSS. Combining
comparative system hard-









































































































































Plated wire device like mod
ular device proposed for
space shuttle. Requires
more trays of electronics,

























































































































































































tion equipment, up-data link,
timing, and signal condition-
ing equipment which is
simpler than comparative
equipment. Plan is to use
modification of existing
equipment at time MSS is
designed. Combining com-
parative system hardware










































































































































Same as command console in





















































































































































































































































Identical to PCC except for
the addition of a function

































































































and S-band transponder of






















































































































































































































































































Comparative data design is
less redundant. MSS desig
must be more reliable, sin
antenna is external to MSS
and not subjected to mainte
nance. Assume both comp;
ative data and this design












































































































































































































































ОKnow-how factor changed t
reflect probability that a
similar new design rather
than the identical Apollo























































































New design but MSS will ui






















decoder capability to trans
mit signals to MSS during
buildup and to turn on high
power telemetry equipmen















































































































































Tracking capability for tu
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Need not receive and tran
mit pictures like referenc
MSS. Transmission only,
with reception performed


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































assemblies which were formerly in the structures and ECLS subsystems of
the reference MSS configuration. The changes in comparative data from the
reference MSS data are summarized in Table 5-22. The major changes in
costs are due to weight changes (see Table 5-13) rather than changes in
comparative data. Allocation of costs by module is based upon launch
sequence and weight by module.
The D&D and TFU costs for all other subsystems (i. e. , ECLSS, G&C,
and RCS) made use of the same comparative data used through the trade
studies. Thus weight was the only parameter which had changed. The
costing was done at WBS Level 6 using weight scaling at the total initial
station assembly level. Costs were then allocated to each of the modules
using launch sequence and weight distribution by module as the major
variables.
To generate cost estimates for assemblies whose comparative data
were at the subcontractor level, it was necessary to derive prime contractor
engineering and manufacturing support factors. The first step in this process
was to reclassify all elements of the work breakdown structure identified in
the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study (Reference 6)' in terms of the appropriate
WBS location for the MSS as defined in Figure 2-2 and Appendix A. Following
this classification, the cost avoidance items of the 33-foot station study
(Reference 7) were assumed to be valid for the MSS. These cost avoidance
items were based upon the Apollo experience and were classified in the same
manner by WBS as the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study data had been.
As indicated in Section 3, the costs before avoidance (Reference 6)
were broken down into prime contractor and subcontractor portions. In D&D
costs, the cost avoidance items of Reference 7 were then divided into prime
and subcontractor portions. Those which were so identified were classified
in straightforward fashion. Of those not specifically identified, the total
savings in engineering design implementation costs were assumed to be
75 percent for the prime (who would be the prime investor and beneficiary
of the new programmatic tools) and 25 percent for the subcontractor, and
certain integrated test activity was assumed to be entirely by the prime.
The savings were subtracted from the costs prior to avoidance to obtain a
revised total. The prime and subcontractor portions of this total were then
applied to each of the subsystems in proportion to their fraction of the prime
and subcontractor portions, respectively, of the total before cost avoidance.
The resulting prime engineering and manufacturing support cost as a per-
centage of subcontractor cost for assemblies in the respective subsystems,





Table 5-23. Prime Contractor Engineering and Manufacturing















All subcontractor comparative data are assumed to contain cost avoidance.
In the case of TFU costs, a similar approach was followed. The
benefits of manufacturing and engineering implementation savings were
assumed to accrue to the prime. Hence, only items specifically identified
as subcontractor savings in Reference 7 were credited to the subcontractor.
All subsystems were again expected to benefit proportionally; the resulting
percentages are shown in Table 5-24.
Table 5-24. Prime Contractor Engineering and Manufacturing





















The impact of all the changes subsequent to the trade studies is
summarized in Table 5-25. The change in structures CER's added to the
development costs (as did the weight increase), but reduced the TFU costs.
Of course, the inclusion of general purpose experiment support items in this
subsystem increased costs. Most of the weight effects in ECLSS and RCS
have already been included in the trade study results. The use of the later
cost data on the solar array increased development costs significantly from
those of Table 5-12. Information subsystem costs increased on the hardware
side; in the development phase, these were largely offset by software
reductions due to relaxed requirements for number of words in the processor
memory (Table 4-10). TFU costs increased substantially. The items
transferred to crew habitability did not change significantly. The overall
impact on the D&D and TFU costs on the 6-man MSS, expressed in 1971
dollar, value, is an increase of about $156 million, as may be seen by
comparing Tables 5-25 and 5-12. If the general purpose laboratory equip-
ment is omitted from the structures subsystem, the impact would be approxi-
mately a $125 million increase.
Table 5-25. Initial Space Station Selected Configuration
D&D and TFU Costs
















































5. 5. 2 TOOLING AND OTHER FLIGHT HARDWARE EFFORT COSTS
The D&D and TFU production costs just described were modified for
purposes of completing Cost Estimate Data Form A. By agreement with
NASA, tooling and special test equipment (STE) were added to both D&D
and TFU costs, acceptance testing costs were added to the TFU costs,
installation, assembly and checkout, and module integration costs were
pulled out of the TFU costs for greater visibility, and refurbishment costs
were included in recurring operation costs. Refurbishment costs affect
WBS Item XX-1XX-07-00, but the other items affect WBS Items
XX-1XX-01-00 through XX-1XX-20-00 of the MSS.
The tooling and STE costs were estimated in combination by utilizing
both the Apollo CSM and S-II Cost Studies of 1971 (References and ).
Nonrecurring tooling and STE costs were expressed as a percentage of D&D
costs and derived in two classes. One percentage was for structural and
mechanical items, and the other was for all other subsystems. On the
basis of similarity to the MSS it was decided to use the S-II value for the
structural and mechanical subsystem and the Apollo figure for all other
subsystems. Nonrecurring tooling and STE represents the initial tooling
and equipment for the production run. Therefore, it is charged against the
first assembly fabricated in a group of identical assemblies. Accordingly,
little nonrecurring tooling and STE costs are found in SM-3 and SM-4. The
recurring tooling and STE costs (assumped to be primarily tooling) were
expressed as a percentage of TFU production costs, based upon data from
the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study. This sustaining tooling effort, unlike the
initial tooling, is applied across the board to all modules. The associated











D&D costs of first article
fabricated




To the recurring costs were also added acceptance testing costs of
6. 7 percent of production costs based upon Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study Data.





The subsystem installation, assembly, and checkout costs and module
integration, assembly, and checkout costs were derived using data from
Shuttle Phase В studies (Reference 10), which in turn were based upon
Apollo and S-II cost studies. Vehicle subsystem installation, final assembly,
and integrated checkout cost data were used. For subsystem installation,
assembly, and checkout on the MSS, the structural and mechanical subsystem
was considered more similar to the vehicle final assembly cost element of
Reference 1, whereas the other subsystems were likened to the vehicle sub-
system installation cost element. These elements were ratioed to the
production costs of the applicable subsystems. The ratio resulting for the
structural and mechanical subsystem was raised to recognize that the station
modules are more complete structural entities than the modules of the
shuttle, which are really fuselage portions and the like. The resulting
ratio on the other subsystems was decreased to recognize the greater
accessibility expected on the station. The subsystems installation, assembly,
and checkout costs, expressed as a rough percentage of each of the subsystem








One exception to these percentages for the other subsystems was the EPS
solar array. The costs were cut roughly in half because the accessibility to
the solar array attachments was considered very great. Table F-4,
Appendix F, shows the dollar cost by module.
It should also be noted that installation, assembly, and checkout of
major test hardware items are located elsewhere in the WBS costs and are
not called out separately in Data Form A as they are for flight hardware.
Finally, in considering the flight hardware effort costs of Figure 3-1,
the costs of refurbishment must be included. These belong in the recurring
operations costs, and the program plans call for no refurbishment except for
cargo modules, which have not yet been costed. The way in which refurbish-
ment has been defined in terms of those costs can be stated, however. In
determining refurbishment costs, it was assumed that the costs would con-
stitute a replacement, maintenance, repair, or reconfiguration of each
subsystem except structure, of an equivalent of 15 percent of the TFU cost
of each subsystem in the cargo module for each flight. Since the plan calls
for four cargo module flights per year, an equivalent of 60 percent of the
TFU costs of all subsystems except structural and mechanical is expended





5. 6 NONFLIGHT HARDWARE AND PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT COSTS
Those activities which are ancillary to the flight hardware efforts but
necessary to make a program a success are costed next. These costs include
hardware which is used to run integrated tests under simulated environmental
conditions and the ground support equipment which is used in handling,
checkout, and launch of flight hardware. It also includes contractor facilities
to manufacture the hardware, the module integration, assembly, and checkout
efforts, and flight and GSE spares. Integration of experiments into the GPL
of the MSS, systems engineering support, project management, and oper-
ational support prior and during the mission are also included. These costs
are discussed in the sequence in which they are numbered in the WBS.
The development of module integration assembly and checkout costs
is similar to that of the subsystem installation, assembly, and checkout
costs presented in Subsection 5. 5. The costs for the structural and mechanical
subsystem were likened to both vehicle final assembly and vehicle integrated
checkout costs defined for the shuttle in Reference 1, and ratioed to the sub-
system production costs. The resulting ratio was decreased to recognize
that the structural entities are more complete than on the shuttle preceding
both final installation and mating. The subsystem modular integration,
assembly, and checkout were assumed to be similar to the vehicle integrated
checkout cost element of Reference 1, ratioed to subsystem production costs.
This ratio was reduced based on the rationale that interfaces between modules
on the station will be more straightforward than those on the shuttle. The
module integration, assembly, and checkout costs, in terms of the respective








EPS values are roughly halved for the solar array because of greater access-
ibility than other subsystems. A breakdown of production costs showing the
flight hardware, subsystem installation, assembly, and checkout and module





The major test hardware (MTH) portion of WBS item XX-1XX-50-00,
Major Test Programs, is arrived at by defining the test articles of SD 71-222,
MSS Integrated Ground Operations, in terms of equivalent TFU articles at
the subsystem level. These test articles are summarized in Table 5-26 by
firs t usage, and consist of three types. A mass simulation test article is
assumed to cost 5 percent of an equivalent flight article. A prototype article
is estimated at 80 percent of TFU costs. An equivalent flight article, of
course, is assumed to be 100 percent of the flight article TFU.
The test planning and operations portion of major test programs and
several other nonflight hardware and programmatic support costs were
derived from Apollo data as adjusted for cost avoidance, in a manner similar
to the D&D and TFU costs as described in Subsection 5. 5. 1. These and
other nonflight hardware and programmatic support costs were prime con-
tractor efforts, with cost avoidances limited to the following: engineering
design and manufacturing implementation made possible by better phasing
of procurement and thereby better balance of sequential and concurrent
operations, the related fallout in reliability costs savings, and testing
savings due to a better knowledge of test hardware needs and test procedures.
The costs remaining after these cost avoidance items were subtracted from
Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study values were then examined by the program,
manager. Other differences between the MSS program and the adjusted data
were identified which resulted in additional cost savings. These differences
included the following:
1. Project Management — Documentation and administrative efforts
were reduced based on much greater knowledge of system require-
ments at program inception, plus a greater familiarity with
management control systems.
2. Systems Support — Integration and trajectory analysis costs were
reduced because these requirements are far fewer on MSS than on
Apollo CSM. Although there are more module configurations than
on Apollo, then Apollo configurations were more varigated and
there were more test configurations and block changes than anti-
cipated on MSS; on balance, therefore, there is a decrease in
configuration development effort.
3. Major Test Programs — Overhaul, repair, and modification costs
reduced drastically due to better knowledge of test vehicle con-
figurations.
4. Ground Support Equipment — These costs are reduced by a large
amount to account for the universal test equipment (UTE) which is
expected to result from shuttle development, thereby minimizing

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After incorporating these additional savings, these cost items were
expressed as percentages of various based for estimating purposes, as
summarized in Table 5-27 for nonrecurring and recurring production costs.
These bases proved convenient because of cost estimates derived earlier
and readily available. The impact of cost avoidance is discussed further in
Subsection 5. 9.
In estimating the integration effort for the experimental equipment in
the GPL, the systems support percentage was used as a guide. Based on
elements making up system support from the Apollo CSM 1971 Cost Study,
and the expectation that experiments would require less effort than the MSS
subsystems, it was estimated that 70 to 75 percent of the percentage appli-
cable there would be applicable in the case of experiments. As a result,
a value of 4.4 percent of the GPL experiment D&D costs has been used for
GPL Experiment Integration, WBS XX-1XX-45-00.
Premission operations, mission operations, and the project manage-
ment and systems support during the operational phase are based primarily
on head count estimates or derivatives. For simplicity in estimating due to
the complex manpower assignments which would occur during premission and
mission operations, it was arbitrarily decided to put premission operations
costs entirely within the nonrecurring phase and mission operations entirely
within the operational phase. Premission operations were estimated to
require the equivalent of 350 direct heads at $50, 000/year, or $17. 5 million
per year. On the same basis, systems support was assumed to require
30 direct heads and project management, 120 direct heads, during the
operational phase, or $1. 5 million and $6. 0 million per year, respectively.
Facility costs are in the nonrecurring category and include only those
facilities which are expected to be funded directly by NASA under facility
contracts to both the prime and subcontractors of the MSS project. The large
bulk of the facilities, as outlined below in Table 5-28, are expected to be
financed by the prime and subcontractors out of company funds. NASA-
operated facilities are excluded.
Spares constitute the final item to be costed in nonflight hardware and
programmatic support costs. By agreement with NASA, all spares costs
were included in the operational phase. Based on Apollo CSM 1971 Cost
Study data, a factor of about 6. 8 percent of the production costs including
TFU, tooling and STF, acceptance testing, subsystem installation, assembly,


















































































































































































































































































































4!» Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
Table 5-28. Planned Contractor Facilities, MSS Project
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5. 7 CARGO MODULES AND GROWTH STATION
MODULES
5. 7. 1 CARGO MODULES
Table 5-29 summarizes by subsystem the cost of design and develop-
ment and three units of flight hardware as estimated for the cargo module,
XX- 1XX-07-00, WBS Level 4. All estimates, including weights summarized
on Table 5-30, are based on a preliminary concept sketch dated
28 September 1971. Space station technology has been reflected in this
analysis but the subsystem estimates are based on a conceptual level of
design only, as contrasted to the initial station subsystems which were
defined to a preliminary design level.
Table 5-29. Summary of Cargo Module D&D and Flight Hardware Costs







Totals (Missions - '72R)
D&D

























The method employed to cost cargo modules was to relate the cargo
module with space station hardware at the lowest WBS level possible and
subsequently derive subsystem costs by using space station cost estimating
relationships (CER's) and cargo module weights.
Floating item elements of cost, being WBS Level 4, were calculated
against all space station project modules (initial, cargo, and growth) and
therefore cost is not identified explicitly for the cargo modules. Rationale





Table 5-30. Weight Summary (Cargo Module)
Structural & Mechanical
















5. 7. 2 GROWTH MODULES
Tables F-6 through F-13 of Appendix F contain WBS Levels 5 and 6
cost summaries which include growth station modules. These modules are
identified as growth core (XX-1XX-08-00), SM-5 (XX-1XX-09-00), and
SM-6 (XX-1XX-10-00). The estimated subsystem by weights are shown in
Table 5-31. These weights were not estimated in so much detail as were
the initial modules and therefore are not reported in the Mass Properties
Document, SD 71-219 (DRL 69). The general method used to estimate sub-
system weights was to match by similarity the growth module hardware to
initial module hardware by assembly (WBS Level 6) and utilize the initial
hardware detail weight estimates to compile growth module weights at the
subsystem level (WBS Level 5). The costs of growth subsystems likewise
were derived from the costs estimated for similar or common assemblies
on the initial station modules. This method was appropriate inasmuch as
growth module subystem definitions to the preliminary design level were not
within the scope of this contract. In the process of deriving these costs,
initial subsystem assemblies was WBS Level 6 were selected from one or
more initial station modules which most closely matched the technical
requirements or description of the growth assembly. The cost of this
assembly was then adjusted for weight differences, if any, and changes in
development status or know-how, recognizing development effort previously

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Floating item elements of cost (i. e. , the noriflight hardware and pro-
grammatic support costs), are WBS Level 4 items which were calculated
against all space station project modules (initial, cargo, and growth) and
therefore cost is not identified explicity for the growth modules. Rationale
for costing floating items is discussed elsewhere.
In calculating the. production costs of the growth modules and the
replacement solar array, startup costs were added to account for the
interruption in production. These costs were estimated by assuming that
such interruptions would necessitate the hiring of untrained personnel.
Assuming fully trained status is achieved in six months and that productivity
builds up at a linear rate, the untrained worker performs the same work in
6 months as a fully trained worker in three months. Thus an untrained
crew would have to be hired 3 months earlier than a trained crew.
Assuming continual hiring until maximum manning is achieved based
on a nominal (trained crew) 50/50 ogive and assuming all people are fully
trained before reducing the manning level, the front part of the ogive is
loaded an extra amount while the aft end remains the same. By plotting
areas under the ogive curves for typical work durations of a trained crew
of about 30 months, the startup effort by untrained personnel increases costs
by about 18 percent. Thus a factor of 118 percent was applied against the





5. 8 COST SUMMARY, MSS PROJECT
The total MSS project, including the cargo and growth modules, is
estimated to total $2, 373 million in 1972 dollar value. Breakdowns by
procurement phase, module, and subsystem are presented in Figure 5-23.
Note that operations are truncated by the ground rules of Section 2. Under
these rules, DDTfeE is the largest portion of the costs and operations the
smallest. The breakdowns by module and subsystem are also given in
detail in Appendix F. It is interesting to note that nonflight hardware and
programmatic efforts (including major testing) account for about 40 percent
of the entire costs. The lowest cost subsystems are Crew and Habitability
and RCS.
It should also remembered that the costs by module are a function
of the development sequence postulated in Section 5 and are valid only in
that context. One should not be lulled into thinking, for example, that
eliminating SM-1 would save $250. 7 million in D&D costs (see Table F-6,
Appendix F), since the design efforts in the subsystems of that module
probably preceded other modules. If for some hypothetical reason such a
deletion were made such design efforts would in all probability have to be
absorbed by some other modules. Care should therefore be exercised in







































































5. 9 COST AVOIDANCE
Throughout the Phase В effort, dollar costs have been avoided wherever
possible. Two principal types of cost avoidance have been incorporated into
the program planning. Although interrelated, they are considered separately
for discussion purposes. One is avoidance by engineering design and the
other is programmatic in nature.
Since cost avoidance is a relative matter, it is also important that
meaningful reference points be used in measuring these savings.
5. 9. 1 COST AVOIDANCE BY ENGINEERING DESIGN
Costs may be avoided by exercising engineering design ingenuity. Л
constant effort was made to incorporate low-cost designs into the MSS sub-
systems and innumerable examples could be cited. It is not always clear,
however, where normal design expectations leave off and real design
ingenuity begins. For purposes of discussion and quantitative measurement,
it is therefore necessary to establish a meaningful reference baseline. The
baseline for measuring will be the subsystems before the integrated trade
studies of the ECLSS/EPS/RCS combination, and the experiment equipment
required for each of the FPE's in the Blue Book.
In Subsection 5. 3, it was shown that the integration process resulted
in D&D plus TFU cost savings of about $68 million in 1972 dollar value.
When the tooling and STE factors, and a factor of 1. 05 to convert to 1972
dollars (Table F-5, Appendix F) and nonflight hardware and programmatic
factors at an average program level (Table F-6) are added, the cost savings
are increased. The savings would amount to about $110 million in DDT&E
costs and $17 million in production costs, or a total of about $127 million,
even if the cargo modules and growth modules are not counted. These
savings are realized even though other design changes tending to increase
costs occurred during the costing cycle after the trade studies.
The other cost avoidance item which is attributable directly to
engineering design is the elimination of redundant experiment equipment and
the consolidation of equipment items which service several FPE's within the
basic station subsystems or general-purpose laboratory furnishings. This
redundancy was eliminated by examining the requirements of each FPE as
spelled out in GE Space Division Report EL-182 (Reference 1). Some items
were identified as redundant. In an NR-sponsored study to determine what





about 55 items were identified. A study also was made to determine approxi-
mate cost savings due to the use of a lesser number of such items. This
estimate was rather gross and cannot be matched easily against the items
costed in Section 6, but is nevertheless indicative of thetypes of savings to
be expected.
The items deleted were counted as a savangs and the items added were
counted as added costs, •with the difference amounting to a net savings. The
deleted items were matched insofar as possible against line items in an
early version (Reference 12) of an MSFC report on experiments. In some
case, a line item in the report, although called something different, was
interpreted as applying to a deleted item. In other cases, there was a one-
to-one relationship. In other cases, parts of some total cost were used,
based on the number of items against some total assembly of aggregate, or
based upon the estimated weight as a percentage of the total. The deleted
items amounted to total to about $170 million in CFY 1971 dollar value for
both nonrecurring and production cpsts.
The 50-plus multi-FPE items added were broken down roughly into the
following groupings:
Structural and mechanical items - simple and. MSS type
Environmental control - typical MSS equipment
Electrical power - simple and semi-complex
Information - display/control
Experiment equipment
Commercial cameras and microscopes
The MSS-type equipment was costed using CER's for typical assemblies
for the reference MSS configuration for the station as a whole; complexity
and know-how factors were assumed to be unity versus these comparative
data and only weight was considered variable in the costing process. The
costs of the added items amounted to about $70 million in GFY 1971 dollar
value.
The savings amounted to roughly $100 million by netting these amounts,
or about $105 million in GFY 1972 dollar value.
Thus the total cost avoidance due to engineering design the sum of the
integrated design savings and the elimination of redundant FPE equipment,
amounted to about $230 million in GFY 1972 dollar value.
5. 9. 2 PROGRAMMATIC COST AVOIDANCE
The programmatic cost avoidance refers to savings which are realized





procurement and economic scheduling which thus becomes practical, new
management tools, and the advances in space technology and experience
which make requirements better understood. In quantifying these program
avoidance costs, Apollo CSM experience has been used as a baseline. It
has been assumed that the types of cost avoidance applicable to the 33-foot
station design and reported (Reference 17) under the Phase В contract for
that design are applicable to the present design; the only exception being
facilities, where the new size of the modular design require the usage of
new handling devices.
The programmatic cost avoidance plans in SD 70-154 were based on
inputs for various functional departments and are summarized here. It must
be remembered that these are, at best, rough estimates. As described in
Subsection 5. 5, further reductions were incorporated by the program manager
to account for other program characteristics unique to MSS.
In engineering, SD 70-154 indicated that the principal savings are
expected from a balance of sequential and concurrent operation rather than
a fully concurrent approach. In addition, automated systems and devices are
expected to provide savings; examples of these are the engineering release
system, the pro-draft method, and the automatic drafting machine (ADM).
Prerelease coordination with other functions also is expected to enable
reduced costs by. major reductions in the number of parts unnecessarily
produced, inspected, tested, and maintained plus the attendant savings in
planning and documentation.
In manufacturing, the use of an automated manufacturing data retrieval
system, together with closer coordination with engineering enhanced by less
emphasis on concurrency relative to Apollo, is expected to result in sub-
stantial savings in planning effort. These savings stem from a major
reduction in out-of-phase releases. Another major source of savings is
the emphasis which will be placed on the producibility criteria in the
engineering tradeoff and design process, thereby reducing fabrication and
assembly costs.
In quality and reliability assurance, the prerelease coordination with
engineering is expected to reduce drastically documentation and inspection
effort due to the smaller number of parts. Further reduction is expected by
matching the intensity of inspection efforts to the criticality of the charac-
teristic inspected.
By limiting qualification tests to life cycle testing and performing
environmental testing only during the acceptance tests, substantial savings
would be realized versus Apollo. Expected from these ground rules would
be components for which realistic acceptance environment cannot be estab-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The test philosophy reduces test site support relative to Apollo by
eliminating a large number of major test hardware articles. Also lack of
development flight tests, thermal /vacuum tests of a complete vehicle, and
maximum use of OBCO versus GSE are beneficial to costs.
Major savings in the reliability program are expected versus Apollo
due to better coordination with engineering and balance between sequential
and concurrent activities. These are offset by maintainability and resupply
activities which are unique to space station and were not a part of Apollo.
The programmatic cost-reduction techniques resulted in discrete
amounts which were deducted from the D&D, TFU, and nonflight hardware
and programmatic support costs as described in Subsection 5. 5 In the D&D
and TFU costs, plus their associated tooling and STE, the total (prime and
subcontractor portions) costs after applying the programmatic cost avoidance
of SD 70-154 for approximately 78 and 81 percent, respectively, of the Apollo
CSM 1971 Cost Study values. These factors are used in measuring program-
matic cost avoidance in Table 5-37. Other savings are based on support
factors before and after cost avoidance adjusted for unique MSS requirements,
as discussed in Subsection 5. 6. Premission operations and GPL experiment
integration are assumed to be unaffected by the factors discussed above since
comparability with Apollo is remote. The resulting DDT&E and production
costs attributable to programmatic cost avoidance amount to slightly under
$1. 4 billion, or about under 40 percent less than the cost indicated by his-
torical data accepted at face value.
5. 9. 3 TOTAL COST AVOIDANCE
The total cost avoidance is the sum of savings due to engineering design
and savings due to programmatic factors. Measured against the reference
baseline defined above, cost avoidance on the MSS Project in the nonrecurring
and production phases is expected to total some $1. 6 billion. Although this is
a very rough estimate, it is nonetheless significant, amounting to about 80





6. EXPERIMENT PROJECT AND RESEARCH APPLICATION
MODULE PROJECT COSTS
6. 1 EXPERIMENT PROJECT COSTS
Experiment project costs consist of Experiments Definition, WBS
XX-2XX-00-00, broken down by discipline and earth-orbital experiments,
WBS XX-3XX-00-00, broken down into aggregates of experiments identified
by carrier (or host) spacecraft. The RAM project costs consist of costs,
attributable to modules other than MSS modules, in which experiments are
performed. They are aggregated by Attached RAM's XX-4XX-00-00, and
Detached RAM's, XX-5XX-00-00.
6.2 EXPERIMENT DEFINITION PROJECT COSTS
Experiment definition costs are assumed to be entirely nonrecurring.
The work content is described in the WBS Dictionary, Appendix A. These
costs are based on a level of effort of $1. 5 million per year per discipline.
There are eight disciplines, as enumerated in Cost Estimate Data Form A.
As indicated in Section 2, the effort in each discipline begins on January 1,
1975 and ends one year following the start of design for the last FPE in that
discipline. The experiments definition project costs total about $115 million
in 1972 dollar value, or about 2 percent of the Space Station Earth Orbital
Program costs included in this report.
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6. 3 EARTH ORBITAL EXPERIMENT PROJECT COSTS
The experiment project costs are based on a definition of equipment
appropriate to various levels of MSS capability to perform experiments and
are aggregated by the type of spacecraft in which the experiments are per-
formed. The costs are derived from NASA-furnished data (Reference 2).
6. 3. 1 Choice of Capability Levels
The first step in the definition of experiment costs is to define the
experiment capability levels in terms of experiment equipment groupings
appropriate to MSS operations, both recognizing the manpower limitations
of the station and the requirement to build in the total Blue Book capability
specified by the NASA guidelines.
Throughout NR's Modular Space Station Program Phase В Definition
Study, one of the principal objectives has been to define cost-effective means
for experiment accommodation. This objective has been achieved princi-
pally in two ways. First, several experiment requirements "drivers" which
could have resulted in significant cost impact have been reduced or deferred,
without compromising experiment accomplishment. Second, a time-phased
or evolutionary approach to the buildup of on-orbit experiment capability has
been conceived and defined. These analyses are summarized in this section;
more detailed discussions of MSS experiment analysis activities are con-
tained in Modular Space Station Preliminary System Design, Volume Ш,
Experiment Analyses (SD 71-217-3).
The source document for MSS experiment analyses is NASA Document
NHB 7150. 1, Preliminary Edition of Reference Earth Orbital Research and
Applications Investigations (Blue Book). The Blue Book is organized by










Volume VI Materials Science and Manufacturing
Volume VII Technology
Volume VIII Life Sciences
Each of these is further subdivided into one or more sections, each
describing a functional program element. An FPE consists of a. group of
research and applications investigations ("experiments") related by common
objectives or by common requirements. Each FPE is defined physically in
the NASA Blue Book, with descriptions of typical equipment which would be
provided in a laboratory designed to accomplish designated FPE goals and
objectives. Then, descriptions are provided for a set of experiments which
typically would be conducted in such a laboratory using the equipment
provided.
In NR's approach, MSS laboratories are defined that evolve in capa-
bility through three or more discrete levels. One laboratory is defined for
each FPE, except in the Life Sciences discipline where four FPE's (LS-2,
3, 4, 5) are accommodated with one laboratory. This approach in Life
Sciences results from the high level of commonality which exists among the
equipment items required to perform the typical experiments of those FPE's.
In order to reduce equipment redundancy further, a general-purpose
laboratory also has been defined. This laboratory is a contractor-furnished
facility containing equipment that performs a variety of functions common to
several FPE's. Included in the general-purpose laboratory are equipment
items which perform, for example, data analysis, photographic processing,
selected physical science and life science functions, and mechanical,
electrical, and optical maintenance. In addition, the nadir- and zenith-
oriented airlocks are included in the GPL, as is all MSS volume provided
for the accommodation of experiment-peculiar (i.e., government-furnished)
equipment.
The evolution of MSS laboratory capability was guided by a methodology
which is summarized in Figure 6-1.
From the total set of objectives assigned to each FPE in the Blue Book,
subsets were selected for accomplishment at each of three (or more) capa-
bility levels. Level III denotes the capability to perform 100 percent of the
Blue Book objectives. Then from the total set of experiments included in
the Blue Book, a subset was selected which is consistent with each subset of
objectives. Then, the equipment items were identified which are required














































Figure 6-1. Laboratory Definition Methodology
A set of integrated requirements was defined for each laboratory at
each implementation level (Table 6-1). These requirements reflect the
influence not only of the evolution in laboratory capability, but also the
results of the requirements driver analysis. This analysis had as its
principal objective the reduction of experiment support requirements on the
initial modular space station. This was accomplished, for example, by






Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier.
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II-A Level Ш
X-Ray Stellar Astronomy (FPE A. 1)
A. 1. 1 High Resolution X-Ray Telescope
Experiments
A. 1. 2 Large Area Moderate Resolution
X-Ray Telescope Experiments
A. 1. 3 Proportional Counter Array
Experiments
A. 1.4 Scintillation Counting
A. 1 . 5 Crystal Spectrometer Experiments




















Advanced Stellar Astronomy (FPE A. 2)
A. 2. 1 Technology Experiments









Advanced Solar Astronomy (FPE A. 3)
A. 3. 1 Photoheliograph Experiments
A. 3. 2 XUV Spectroheliograph Experiments
A. 3. 3 X-Ray Grazing Incidence Telescope
Experiments


















Intermediate - Size UV Telescopes (FPE A. 4)
A. 4. 1 Narrow-Field UV Telescope
Experiments
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Table 6-1. Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II-A Level III
High Energy Stellar Astronomy (FPE A. 5)
A. 5. 1 Low Energy X-Ray Telescope
Experiments (0. 1-5 KeV)
A. 5. 2 X-Ray Source Mapping (1-20 KeV)
A. 5. 3 Narrow Band Spectrometry and
Polarimetry (6-10 KeV)
A. 5. 4 Large Area X-Ray Counter
Measurements (0. 1-100 KeV)
A. 5. 5 Cosmic X-Ray Energy Spectra
(6-400 KeV)
A. 5. 6 Gamma Ray Spectrometry
(60 KeV - 10 KeV)
A. 5. 7 High Energy Gamma Ray Measure-





















Infrared Astronomy (FPE A. 6)
A. 6. 1 Detector Array Scanning
A. 6. 2 Radiometry
















Space Physics Research (FPE P. 1)
P. 1. 1 Atmospheric and Magnetospheric
Sciences
P. 1.2 Cometary Phyeice
P. 1. 3 Meteoroid Science














Plasma Physics and Environmental Perturbations (FPE P. Z)
P. 2. 1 Plasma Wake
P. 2. 2 Plasma Resonances
P. 2. 3 Wave-Particle Interactions With VLF




















Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level Ц-A Level III
Cosmic Ray Physics (FPE P. 3)
P. 3. 1 Charge and Energy Spectra of
CR Nuclei
P. 3. 2 Electron and Positron Spectra and
Anisotrophies
P. 3. 3 Isotopic Composition of Light Elements
P. 3. 4 Nucleonic Antimatter



















Physics and Chemistry Laboratory (FPE P. 4)
P. 4. 1 Molecular Beam Scattering
P. 4. 2 Gas-Surface Interactions
P. 4. 3 Flame Chemistry and Reaction
Kinetics in Zero-G
P, 4. 4 Chemical Lasers
P. 4. 5 O_uantum Effects at Low Temperature
P. 4. 6 Gas Reactions in Space
P. 4. 7 Heat Transfer in Convectionless
Medium





















Earth Observations (FPE ES. 1)
ES. 1. 1 Meteorology and Atmosphere Science
ES. 1. 2 World Land Use Mapping
ES. 1. 3 Air and Water Pollution
ES, 1. 4 Resource Recognition and
Identification
ES. 1. 5 Natural Disaster Assessment
ES, 1. 6 Ocean Resources




























Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II-A Level Ш
Communications /Navigation (FPE C/N. 1)
C/N. 1.1 Optical Frequency
C/N. 1. 2 MM-Wave Comm. and Prop.
C/N. 1. 3 Surveillance Search and Res.
C/N. 1.4 Satellite Nav. Technique
C/N. 1. 5 On-Board Laser Ranging
C/N. 1.6 Autonomous Nav. System
C/N. 1. 7 Transmitter Breakdown
C/N. 1.8 Terrestr ial Noise
C/N. 1.9 Noise Source Identification
C/N. 1. 10 Suscep. of Terrestr ia l System to
Sat. Rad. Energy
C/N. 1. 11 Tropospheric Propagation
C/N. 1. 12 Plasma Propagation

































Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space (FPE MS. 1)
MS. 1. 1 Metallurgical Processes
MS. 1. 2 Crystal Growth
MS. 1. 3 Glass Processes
MS. 1.4 Biological Processing


















Contamination Measurements (FPE T. 1)
T. 1. 1 Sky Background Brightness
Measurements
T. 1. 2 Real Time Contamination
Measurements
T. 1. 3 Surface Degradation Experiment

















Table 6-1. Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II-A Level III
Contamination Measurements (FPE T. 1) (Continued)
T. 1. 5 Contaminant Dispersal Measurements
T. 1. 6 IRTCM Optical Module Evaluation
T. 1. 7 Active Cleaning Technique Evaluation















Fluid Management (FPE T. 2)
T. 2. 1 Liquid/Vapor Interface Stability
T. 2. 2 Boiling Heat Transfer
T. 2. 3 Capillary Studies
T. 2. 4 Condensing Heat Transfer
T. 2. 5 Two-Phase Flow Regimes
T. 2. 6 Propellant Transfer in Space
T. 2. 7 Long Term Cryogenic Storage
T. 2. 8 Slush Propellant Behavior
T. 2. 9 Two-Phase Dynamics
T. 2. 10 Channel Flow Systems









































Extravehicular Activity (FPE T. 3)
T. 3. 1 Astronaut Maneuvering Unit











Advanced Spacecraft System Tests (FPE T. 4)
T. 4. 1 Oxygen Recovery and Biowaste
Resistojet
T. 4. 2 • Maintainable Flight Electronics
Package
T. 4. 3 Thermal Coating Refurbishment














Table 6-1. Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level П-А Level Ш
Advanced Spacecraft System Tests (FPE T. 4) (Continued)
T. 4. 5 Leak Detection and Repair
T. 4. 6 Maintainable Attitude Control
Propulsion
T. 4. 7 Ball Bearing Lubrication
T. 4. 8 Advanced Guidance Subsystem
Evaluation
T. 4. 9 Space Calibration of Solar Cell
Standards
T. 4. 10 Space Exposure Effects - Material
Bulk Propulsion
T. 4. 11 Space Exposure Effects - Fatigue
Propulsion























Teleoperation (FPE T. 5)
T. 5. 1 Initial Flight
T. 5. 2 Functional Manipulation










Medical Research (FPE LS. 1)
LS. 1. 1 Neurological Function
LS. 1. 2 Cardiovascular Function
LS. 1. 3 Renal Function
LS. 1. 4 Nutrition and Metabolic Function
LS. 1. 5 Musculoskeletal Function
LS. 1. 6 Pulmonary Function
LS. 1. 7 Hematologic Function
LS. 1. 8 Microbiology and Immunologic
Function
LS. 1. 9 Endocrine Function
LS. 1.10 Clinical/Therapeutic Function




























Table 6-1. Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carr ier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II-A Level III
Bioscience Research (FPE's LS. 2, LS. 3, LS. 4, LS. 5)
LS. 2. 1 Role of Gravity in Mammalian Vital
Functions
LS. 2. 2 Role of Gravity in Vertebrate Life
Processes
LS. 2. 3 Effect of Space Environment on
Performance and Behavior
LS. 3. 1 Role of Gravity in Plant Life Cycles
and Processes
LS. 3. 2 Graviception and Tropisms
LS. 4. 1 Role of Gravity in Life Process of
Organisms /Tissues
LS. 4. 2 Space Environment on Genetic
Subcellular Phenomena
LS. 4. 3 Role of Gravity in Interspecies
Relationships
LS. 5. 1 Role of Gravity in Invertebrate Life
Process
LS. 5. 2 Space Effect on Invertebrate Behavior








































Life Support and Protective Systems (FPE LS. 6)
LS. 6. 1 Water Recovery Methods
LS. 6. 2 Waste Management Methods
LS. 6. 3 Advanced Cooling System Methods
LS. 6. 4 Zero-G Whole Body Shower
LS. 6. 5 Advanced Two Gas Atmosphere
Supply and Control
LS. 6. 6 Atmosphere Supply Methods
LS. 6. 7 Oxygen Regeneration Methods
LS. 6. 8 Carbon Dioxide Collection Method
LS. 6. 9 Advanced Trace Contaminant Control



















Table 6т 1. Capability Levels of FPE Equipment Groupings by Carrier
Spacecraft (Accommodation Mode) (Cont)
Experiments Level I Level II Level II- A Level Ш
Life Support and Protective Systems (FPE LS. 6) (Continued)
LS. 6. 1 1 EVA Suit and Biopack







Man-System Integration (FPE LS. 7)
LS. 7. 1 Behavioral Effects
LS. 7. 2 Performance Capability Assessment
LS. 7. 3 Habitability and Proficiency


































Contain Equipment Common to
Selected "Suitcase" and Orbit
Sensitive Experiment Areas
Provide Support Equipment For,
e. g. , Command/Control,
Minimum Data Display (Engi-
neering Data), Sensor Deploy-
ment (Small Airlock with Sensor
Platform, Boom)
Contain Multipurpose Work Area




Provide Support Equipment For,
e. g. , Moderate Level of Data
Analysis, Sensor Deployment
(Large Airlocks) with Earth and
Celestial Viewing
Contain Equipment Common to











alternative means to accomplish certain requirements, by scheduling around
requirements peaks, and by assigning the implementation of certain require-
ments to the experiment-peculiar equipment. These techniques were
coordinated with, and approved by, NASA.
The laboratory definitions and requirements which resulted from this
analysis -were used as input to the experiment scheduling activity.
Each of the experiment laboratories is described in terms of selected
experiments and accommodation (or carrier) mode (shuttle sortie, Detached
RAM, Attached RAM, or within the GPL). Level I is, in general, aimed at
accommodation on shuttle sortie missions. Levels II and III are typically
accommodated in the station GPL or in attached or detacted (free-flying)
RAM's. The MSS GPL is described in the final table of this set
6.3.2 Experiment Priorities and Scheduling
The purpose of this section is to describe the results of the NR
experiment selection and phasing analyses. The ultimate product of these
analyses is the reference experiment program which is used to prepare the
mission sequence plan for the MSS program.
The reference experiment program is the time-phased sequence of
on-orbit experiment laboratories. Each laboratory, when it is on orbit,
consumes resources at a rate which depends on its level of capability. This,
in turn, is defined by the typical experiments which have selected for the
laboratory at each level of capability.
In general, Level I capability laboratories were defined so as to be
compatible with the shuttle sortie mode of implementation. Thus, no Level
I laboratory was selected for the MSS reference experiment program which
begins at the time of initial operational capability of the initial (6-man)
MSS. Similarly, the requirements of Level II laboratories were designed
to be compatible with the initial MSS, and Level III capability with the growth
MSS, although no constraint was placed, a priori, on the use of either
Level II or Level III laboratory equipment groupings in either the initial
or growth MSS. Limitations on available crew time (35 man-hours per day
for the initial MSS) resulted, however, in some Level II labs and all Level III
labs being deferred until the growth MSS. Manpower limitations also mean
that the entire set of Blue Book experiments cannot be completed within five
years of growth station operations (July 1, 1972) even though the equipment's
capability to perform them all is present. Thus, it became necessary to
choose criteria other than capability level in specifying the experiments per-
formed by the initial and growth stations. The procedure used to establish





The main factors to be considered in time-phasing the experiments in
the reference experiment program are: cost, availability of equipment and
techniques, scheduling interrelationships and constraints, priority, system
capabilities, and experiment requirements. The specific phasing data
developed in this analysis consist of scheduling interrelationships and con-
straints and experiment priority. The latest cost information is contained
in the document "Cost Data for Preliminary Edition of the Reference Earth
Orbital Research and Application Investigations" published by NASA under
Report No. ASR-PD-MP-71-1. Availability dates (for launch) are not known
due to programmatic uncertainties relative to the initiation of the experiment
development cycles. However, three important indicators may be used to
estimate availability:
1. Development time (e.g. , 4 to 6 years) as shown in the NASA cost
data book as well as the Blue Book.
2. Technological factors that may prevent the initiation of the
development cycle until some functional technology milestone
has been achieved.
3. Projected funding constraints driving toward the postponement of
the development of high-cost experiment systems having adverse
impact on low early yearly funding requirements for the space
station program.
The MSS system requirements are available in the form of the Modular
Space Station Preliminary Performance Specifications, SD 71-215-1, pre-
pared during the course of the MSS Phase В Study.
The following steps were employed in the phasing of experiments
(Steps 1 and 2 were described in the preceding subsection):
1. Experiments were assembled into groupings having commonality
of objectives, equipment, and operational requirements. The
"facility" or laboratory approach is useful as a criterion in
establishing which experiments should be grouped together.
Because of the "facility" orientation of the 1971 Blue Book, the
FPE is often a good line of demarcation for a facility grouping.
2. A systematic progression in capability for each experiment equip-
ment grouping within an FPE was defined consistent with a
logical growth in application or scientific achievement in space.
3. Based on the road map in Step 2, the experiments were ordered
chronologically to establish a preferred sequence for conducting





constraints must be considered in this process. Gradual buildup
in experiment yearly funding was treated in at least a gross
(qualitative) way.
4. A composite laboratory sequence was assembled from all individ-
ual facility groupings (or FPE's), considering priorities,
interrelationships, and scheduling constraints.
5. Laboratory requirements were accommodated within the station
capabilities and constraints. Priorities were used to resolve
conflicts in determining which experiments should take precedence,
given a situation where the requirements exceed the station
capabilities.
In Step 4, scheduling constraints are required to prepare a laboratory
sequence as an input ot the scheduling process. The constraints used in
this analysis are summarized in Table 6-2.
In Steps 4 and 5, experiment priorities are required to permit the
selection of a re source-limited subset of laboratories from the overall set.
The methodology employed in the analysis of experiment priorities considered
the two components that constitute a measure of the value of an experiment:
1. Benefit Category - A classification of the type of return to man-
kind, expected from the accomplishment of the stated objectives.
This is expressed in terms of the following broad categories:
socio-economic benefits or scientific knowledge. These are
further classified according to the following criteria: direct or
indirect benefits and actual (measurable) or potential benefits.
2. Worth Rating - A relative level in a scale of 1 through 5, indica-
tine the degree to which the experiment will contribute to the
goals or objectives of the related discipline. A 3 indicates
"moderate" support, a 4 indicates significant support of an impor-
tant nature, while a 5 indicates support of such magnitude that
very important results will be derived in an application sense or
in terms of expansion of the scope of human knowledge.
A numbering system was devised in which a roman numeral followed
by an arabic number define the benefit category. The definitions of the
various category combinations are as follows:
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1.2 Experiment indirectly supports objectives leading to actual socio-
economic benefits.
I. 3 Experiment directly supports objectives leading to potential
socio-economic benefits.
1.4 Experiment indirectly supports objectives leading to potential
socio-economic benefits.
II. 1 Experiment directly supports objectives leading to actual
scientific benefits.
II. 2 Experiment indirectly supports objectives leading to actual
scientific benefits.
II. 3 Experiment directly supports objectives leading to potential
scientific benefits.
II. 4 Experiment indirectly supports objectives leading to potential
scientific benefits.
Each of the FPE's and, where necessary, experiments to be performed
in the MSS laboratories, were evaluated and categorized in accordance with
the preceding methodology; that is, they were each assigned a benefit cate-
gory and a worth rating. The experiments were then ranked to produce a
"balanced" list of priorities in which high worth (5) experiments, whether in
the socio-economic or scientific benefit categories, are listed first, followed
by experiments of lower worth. Similarly, direct benefits take precedence
over indirect, and actual over potential. Differences in rank between
adjacent entries are not significant. The balanced list of experiment
selection priorities is shown in Table 6-3.
On applying the scheduling constraints, the order of experiment
implementation is established. Certain experiments of relatively low prior-
ity were placed high in order of implementation as a result, for instance, of
their precursor nature. Examples of this type of rearrangement are some
of the contamination monitoring and control experiments of FPE T.I ,
Contamination Measurements. These have fairly low priority in themselves
but are scheduled early because they are a necessary support to other more
important experiments. With resource requirements for experiments
defined at the laboratory level, the next step in experiment scheduling is to
arrange the laboratories into a sequence which best accomplishes the






Table 6-3. Experiment Selection Priorities
Benefit Category
1. 1 and II. 1
I.I
1.3, П. 1
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The laboratory schedule which resulted from this procedure, and the
simultaneous application of constraints such as available crew man-hours,
is shown in Figure 1-7. The figure shows the relative time-phasing of the
laboratories, their implementation levels, and carrier spacecraft modes.
This is the experiment project which forms the basis for experiment costing
and which has been incorporated into the mission sequence plan. The
funding cutoff point defined in the ground rules for Section 2 is also shown.
6. 3. 3 Cost Estimates
Having determined the experiment groupings for each of the capability
levels and the sequence in which these groupings are to be used, NASA
MSC-furnished data in MSFC Report No. ASR-PD-MP-71-1 (Reference 3)
were employed to cost the experiments. A list of hardware items was com-
piled by carrier spacecraft (accommodation mode) for each of the experi-
ments and capability Levels II and III shown in Table 6-1. Insofar as possible,
these lists were matched against the items listed in ASR-PD-MP-71-1.
Many cases occurred in which direct matching was not possible. In such
cases, an interpretation of the terminology in ASR-PD-MP-71-1 was made.
The costs associated with each experiment grouping at each capability level
and each host (carrier) spacecraft were then estimated for DDT&E, pro-
duction (TFU, since only one unit of each grouping is planned), and annual
operating rate.
The DDT&E and TFU costs are assumed to include all applicable costs
in ASR-PD-MP-71-1 through launch year "L", where year L is now defined
by the Mission Sequence Plan (Figure 1-7) and spelled out in Section 2.
Since ASR-PD-MP-71-1 did not separate DDT&E costs from production
costs, it was necessary to make a breakdown for Cost Estimate Data Form A.
Ratios of DDT&E costs to TFU costs were approximated by matching the
current FPE's against similar FPE's in the 33-foot station Phase В study
(Reference 3). The ratios vary from as low as 3-to-l to as high as 30-to-l.
The lead times were approximated directly from NASA Report No. ASR-
PD-MP-71-1, with availability for installation as outlined in Section 2. For
scheduling and funding purposes, it was arbitrarily assumed that the non-
recurring DDT&E cost portion would consume the first 60 percent of the
lead time, and production the last 40 percent, with no provision for overlap.
A 50-50 ogive cost distribution curve is used for both nonrecurring and
production elements based on previous studies (Reference 21). All integra-
tion costs in ASR-PD-MP-71-1 are assumed to include integration into a
functional laboratory or facility, with costs of integration into the carrier
spacecraft charged against that spacecraft. It was also decided that inter-
face hardware in this report would be charged to the experiment project
since the interface equipment is FPE-peculiar. The DDT&E and TFU costs
(in 1971 dollar value) which finally resulted were then multiplied by 1. 05 to





The operating costs were defined at an annual rate, because ASR-PD-
MP-71-1 does not make adequate provision for the manpower and other
constraints which play such a prominent role in fashioning the mission
sequence plan. Accordingly, these costs were applied against the opera-
tional duration defined in the mission sequence plan or longer if data inter-
pretation by principal investigators was considered to necessitate a longer
duration. Conversion to a 1972 dollar value was made as described in the
previous paragraph.
Report ASR-PD-MP-71-1 treated each scientific discipline as an
entity. The costs estimated therein were adjusted by reducing the equipment
list to account for the ability of the station's general purpose laboratory to
service numerous FPE's and experiments with the same equipment. The
approximate impact on the total cost estimates thus effected are described
in Subsection 5. 9.
Refurbishment costs for experiments were assumed for all experiments
in which the mission sequence plan shows a gap in operations exceeding
three months. Refurbishment costs were estimated to be 15 percent of the
production costs of the equipment already used, and were included in the
operations phase.
In each of the procurement phases, the costs thus generated were
aggregated by host spacecraft and the aggregate figures are shown in
Section 7. The numbering system used in the WBS (see Figure 2-2 and
Cost Estimate Data Forms A) permit easy identification of Experiment
Project (XX-3XX-00-00) costs by carrier spacecraft in the sixth and seventh
fields. Thus, the -YY-00 and ZZ-00 aggregate experiment costs can be
readily related to the -YY-00 and ZZ-00 RAM costs for corresponding host
spacecraft.
6.3.4 Total Experiment Cost Summary
The earth-orbital experiment project costs amount to an estimated
$2,602 million in 1972 dollar value for the projects as defined by the ground
rules of Section 2. These costs exceed the MSS project costs by almost
$230 million, and constitute about 47 percent of the total space station earth-





6. 4 RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS MODULE PROJECT COSTS
Two types of RAM's have been identified for use with the modular
space station. The attached RAM's are physically attached to the MSS during
the performance of experiments. Detached RAM's are free flyers in the
proximity to the MSS during the experiment operation. For costing purposes
the attached RAM (A-RAM) is assumed to consist of a module called the
experiment equipment module (EEM). The detached RAM (D-RAM) is
assumed to consist of an EEM plus a support section module (SSM) which
provided utilities to the EEM in the absence of attachment to the MSS, and is
thus equivalent to an A-RAM, or EEM, plus an SSM.
The number of A-RAM EEM's and D-RAM EEM's and SSM's required
is a function of the mission sequence plan and efficiency in module utiliza-
tion. The FPE's which begin in an A-RAM and end up in a D-RAM, or begin
in a D-RAM, are the following: A. 1, A. 2, A. 3, A. 4, A. 5, A. 6, and T. 2.
Figure 6-2 shows the sequence in which SSM's are to be used and indicates
that two are required for the mission sequence; this plan eliminates over-
lapping needs for more SSM's. Allowing provisions for a backup results in
a total of three SSM's for costing purposes. All SSM's are charged to the
D-RAM Project, WBS No. XX-5XX-ZZ-00.
The mission sequence plan in Figure 1-7 also shows that RAM's for
P. 3, P. 4, ES. 1, A. 3, A. 4, A. 5, A. 6, L.S2-5, L.S6, and LS. 7 are of the
attached type for intermediate or Level III capability experiments following
Level II capability experiments in the GPL of the MSS, or represent Level II
capability implementation initially. Thus, ten EEM's are needed for these
experiments and the costs of these EEM s are charged against A-RAM
DDT&E and production costs in WBS No. XX-4XX-YY-00, but only nine are
included in the costs since LS. 6 is not operational before 1993 (see ground
rules in Section 2). On the other hand, FPE's A. 1, A. 2, and T.2 are
initially accomplished in D-RAM s, necessitating three EEM's which are
charged against the D-RAM Project, WBS No. XX-5XX-ZZ-00. Only two
of these can be included in the costs in view of the Section 2 ground rules,
T.2 not becoming operational until 1996.
The contractor's estimate of costs for experiment modules (RAM's)
at WBS Level 3 are summarized in Table 6-5. These values reflect 1972





Table 6-5. RAM Project Cost Summary























The scope of this study did not include design of RAM's; therefore,
costs were derived on the basis of physical similarily to items for which
cost estimates had previously been generated.
Subsystem costs other than structural and mechanical were based on
experiment module estimates for other subsystems that were developed for
the 33-foot diameter earth-orbital space station program and are documented
in SD 70-154, dated July 1970. For the attached and detached RAM's, the
two most typical modules (space biology and X-ray astronomy) were selected
and an average cost computed. This cost was then used for the first RAM
with an assumed 15 percent added for unique subsystem development on each
successive RAM. For the support sections, each assumed to be the same
configuration, the five most typical modules were selected and an average
cost computed.
Structural and mechanical subsystem costs for the attached and
detached RAM's were based on MSS technology and assume that all assem-
blies except the secondary structure were derivatives of initial Station
Module 2 with significant know-how benefits. The secondary structure was
considered an all new assembly with full development on the first RAM and
a 40 percent new development for each successive RAM.
In addition to the DDT&E and production costs summarized above,
$61. 3 million has been included under recurring operations for modification
and refurbishment of RAM project elements. This includes modification of
two RAM's from an attached to a detached mode and modification of four
support sections to accommodate experiment payload changes, plus
refurbishment of two attached and two detached RAM's. These costs are





was anticipated, and 15 percent of the production costs of subsystems already
used, with the exception of structural and mechanical, for refurbishment.
The DDT&E costs of both attached and detached RAM's include factors
for space station and experiment integration. The RAM-to-station integra-
tion is estimated at $1 million per year for the total development and
operational phases and the experiment integration costs are included at
4.4 percent of the experiment costs.
Recurring production costs include experiment integration, assembly,
and checkout and are based on 17 percent of the experiment cost applicable





7. COST ESTIMATE DATA FORM A
This sec tion pre s e nts со st e s timates for e a c h WBS item to
Level 5 on the Modular Space Station Project (XX-IXX-OO-OO) and to Level 4
of the WBS for the Experiments Definition Project (XX-2XX-00-00), Earth-
Orbital Experiments Project (XX-3XX-00-00), Attached RAM Project
(XX-4XX-00-00), and the Detached RAM Project (XX-5XX-00-00). Costs
are displayed in three categories; nonrecurring (DDT&E), recurring pro-
duction, and recurring operations.
Cost Estimate Data Form A lists the WBS level, identification number,
name and item cost; the number of units, the reference unit, and the learning
index; Td (development time); Ts (lead time); spread function, and the mile-
stone data (completion of five years' operation for the growth space station).
The following steps describe the contents of each column in Table 7-1
Cost Estimate Data Form A. The form is categorized by three separate cost
items: nonrecurring (DDT&E), recurring production, and recurring
operations.
1. Work breakdown structure (WBS) identification number. From the
WBS (1-3-digit coding system); XX (program level), -XXX (pro-
ject level), -XX (system), -XX (subsystem), -XX (assembly), and
-XX (component). Only the program, project, system, and sub-
system elements are used to identify the WBS element to Level 5,
as shown (XX-XXX-XX-XX).
2. WBS item name. Identification by alphanumeric nomenclature of
the item from the WBS.
3. WBS item cost. The appropriate cost estimate for the given WBS
element. In the production and operations forms, the WBS item
cost is the total cumulative cost for the number of units.
4. Number of units. The quantity of units used to obtain the cost for
each WBS item for program production and operational phases.
This column does not appear in the nonrecurring (DDT&E) portion.
5. Reference Unit. The production sequence number for the first





6. Learning index. The numerical index of a learning rate that is
applied to the first unit in Item 3 (WBS item cost) to obtain unit
cost estimates for subsequent production. No entries are made
since only one of each station module is produced, and cargo
modules and RAM's are not costed accurately enough to warrant
learning curve application.
7. Td. The development or production time in months required to
design and develop, produce, or operate the activity. Td is,
therefore, the cost duration for the WBS activity.
8. Ts. The lead time in months measured from the start of cost
accrual for the WBS item to the milestone date.
9- Spreading Function. An index number representing a cost distri-
bution curve from which the estimator recommends the time
phasing (WBS item cost) over the period shown under Td. The
first number denotes the percentage of work completed in the first
50 percent of the time period; the second number, the work per-
centage completed in the last 50 percent of the period. All cost
distribution curves used in Cost Estimating Data Form A are
illustrated in Appendix D.
10. Milestone Date. The date used in conjunction with Ts. Specifi-
cally, this is the scheduled date for completion of five years
operation of the growth space station.
The rationale for the spreading functions deserves further comment.
The 40-60 spread for the nonrecurring costs on the initial station subsystems,
major test programs, and ground support equipment is based on a paced
schedule and the provision for the incorporation of considerable testing
results in the aft end of the period, as contrasted with a rushed front-
loaded schedule with most testing early. Cargo and growth modules are
front-loaded a little more to recognize the know-how acquired on the initial
modules.
Special time spreads were made up for the structural and mechanical
subsystem of the initial core module and power module, on which the tooling
and STE effort was considered large enough to alter the funding spread for
that subsystem significantly from the 40-60 spread. These spreads were
constructed by assuming that most of the tooling effort would be completed
within the first 30 percent of the production cycle of the module, and STE
would precede system installation by about one year. The tooling and STE
were added to a 40-60 agive for the remainder of the nonrecurring effort,
using rough estimates of the respective amounts, to arrive at the spread
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Structural & mechanical subsystem
ECLS subsystem
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Attached RAM experiments (aggregate)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The time spread for system support was based on a composite of the
time spreads for all other MSS WBS elements except project management,
since system support is in support of all of them. Similarly, the project
management spread is a composite of all other spreads including system
support.
Nonrecurring experiment definition assumes a constant level of effort
for each discipline over the duration of that discipline. RAM spreading
functions are the same as those of the typical station modules of the initial
station, while experiments are on a 50-50 ogive based on the 1970 Phase В
station studies.
The recurring production cost spreads (50-50) are based on an orderly
well -paced production effort with a good balance of concurrency vis-a-vis
the DDT&E effort. System support and project management again are com-
posites of the activities they support. Experiments and RAM's also are on
50-50 spreads.
The elements of operations costs are individually based on a constant
level of effort, except for system support and project management. The
composite effort depends on the phasing of the support section modules on
the RAM's, as well as the other elements.
The pie charts in Figure 7-1 show the relative proportion of cost by
phase of the program and by project, readily portraying the large part of
the costs due to the DDT&E phase and large contribution of the MSS and
Experiment Projects to the total program.
Figure 7-2 shows schematically the funding of the program and the
consequences of the ground rules that eliminate all in-process costs for
items not operational by July 1, 1992, and the truncation of all activities
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